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University Organization 
Undergraduate degrees at the university are offered through five colleges and Continuing 
Education and Special Programs. Graduate degrees are conferred by the Graduate College. 
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Textiles and Apparel 
Continuing Education and Special Programs 
Bachelor of Arts 
General Studies 
General Studies - Nurses 
Individual Studies 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies 
Graduate College 
All graduate degree candidates are listed under the college of their academic major. 
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The Academic Procession 
The procession begins with the entrance of the candidates for degrees. Led by faculty marshals, the 
candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts, both the Teaching Program and the Liberal Arts 
Program, Bachelor of Fine Arts, Bachelor of Liberal Studies, Bachelor of Music, Bachelor of Science and 
Bachelor of Technology enter in groups, representing each of the undergraduate colleges. They are 
followed by the candidates for the highest degrees. 
The banners which are carried with the candidates' procession were first used in 1977. They were 
designed by Bekka Lindstrom, at that time a sophomore majoring in Art. The banners were fashioned 
by Phillip Elliott. 
Students wearing a bronze medallion are those graduating summa cum laude (with highest honors), a 
distinction which requires a grade average of 3.75 (4.00 would be all A's); or those graduating 
students receiving a Purple and Old Gold Award, given to those students who have excelled in 
scholarship or who have shown conspicuous achievement in particular areas. 
The procession continues with representatives of the faculty. 
The President's Party forms the final section of the academic procession. Headed by the 
commencement marshal, it includes the president; members of the Board of Regents, state of Iowa; 
administrative officers; the academic deans; and honored guests. 
The commencement marshal carries the University Mace, designed and fashioned for the Centennial 
Commencement in 1976 by Randall Swanson, at that time a freshman majoring in Industrial Arts. A 
traditional symbol of authority, the mace is a carved wood rod capped with ends of cast bronze, with 
the top carrying the seal of the university. The sterling silver chain worn by the president was also 
created for the Centennial Commencement. It was designed and constructed by Martin Peterson, then a 
junior majoring in Art, and it memorializes the historical evolution of the university by carrying the seals 
of the Iowa State Normal School, the Iowa State Teachers College, the State College of Iowa, and the 
University of Northern Iowa. 
T he academic costumes worn trace their origin to the Middle Ages when long-sleeved hooded 
gowns were necessary for warmth in the unheated stone colleges. Over the centuries, much 
diversity occurred, and to bring some order, in the United States in 1894 an intercollegiate system of 
academic costume was agreed on, now adhered to by American institutions. According to this code, 
both the styling and colors of the regalia have significance. 
The design of the gown indicates the degree. The bachelor's is a simple gown with a full sleeve. The 
master's gown is much like it except for the long sleeve which hangs loose. The doctoral gown is fuller 
and more elaborate. It has velvet edging and three velvet stripes on the full sleeve. The color of this 
velvet may be black or in the color appropriate to the degree . 
Hoods, which are worn over the gowns, are similar for all degrees, although differing slightly in length. 
The candidates for the bachelor's degrees usually do not wear the hood. The hood has a velvet edging 
which indicates the area of the degree, and the inside or lining of the hood is satin in the colors of the 
college or university granting the degree. 
A partial list of the degree colors to be found on the edge of the hood or the trimming on the doctoral 
gown is as follows: 
Apricot - Nursing 
Blue, dark - Philosophy 
Blue, light - Education 
Brown - Fine Arts 
Citron - Social Science 
Copper - Economics 
Drab - Business 
Green - Medicine 
Green Sage - Physical Education 
Lemon - Library Science 
Maize - Agriculture 
Maroon - Family 
and Consumer Sciences 
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Orange - Engineering 
Pink - Music 
Purple - Law 
Scarlet - Theology 
White - Arts and Letters 
Yellow, Golden - Science 
Service Organizations 
Omicron Delta Kappa 
Graduates wearing a white stole are members of Omicron Delta Kappa which is a 
junior-senior honorary organization which recognizes studoots who have 
demonstrated high levels of academic achievemenrs, ·leadership in campus affairs, 
and community service. -· 
Student Alumni Ambassadors 
Graduates wearing a gold commemorative lapel pin are members of the Student 
Alumni Ambassadors (SAA). Since 1989, SAA has served the University in a 
variety of ways. From giving campus tours to prospective students, alumni and 
University guests, to serving as representatives of the student body at special events, 
SAA is recognized as one of the premier service organizations on campus. 
National Residence Hall Honorary 
Graduates wearing royal blue and white cords are members of the National 
Residence Hall Honorary, an honorary organization recognizing the top one 
percent of leaders who live on campus. Members are inducted for showing 
continual service to the community, leadership within the residence halls, 
recognition of others in their endeavors, and outstanding scholarship during their 
tenure living on campus. 
Phi Eta Sigma Honorary 
Graduates wearing black and gold cords are members of Phi Eta Sigma which 
recognizes first-year students who have a cumulative grade point average of at 
least 3.5 on a 4.0 scale at the close of any full-time curricular period during their 
first year. 
Academic Honorary Organizations 
Students who are members of academic honorary organizations will be identified 
by the color of cord they are wearing as follows: 
Organization ...... . .... . .. ...... . . .. . .................... Cord Color 
Alpha Delta Mu .................................... Silver and Black 
Alpha Delta Mu recognizes and honors scholarship and professional development 
in the knowledge and practice of Social Work. 
Alpha Kappa Delta ................... . ........ . ............ Purple 
Alpha Kappa Delta recognizes scholarship and professional development in the 
area of Sociology. 
Beta Beta Beta ........................ ...... ........ Red and Green 
Beta Beta Beta recognizes scholastic achievement in Biology. 
Beta Gamma Sigma . .................................. Blue and Gold 
Beta Gamma Sigma encourages and honors academic achievement and personal 
excellence in the study and practice of business. 
Gamma Theta Upsilon . ............... Light Blue, Light Brown and Gold 
Gamma Theta Upsilon promotes professional interest and enhances academic 
training in Geography. 
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Kappa Delta Pi .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .... . .. . .. . ..... .. Green and Purple 
Kappa Delta Pi promotes excellence in all areas of Education as well as personal 
and professional growth in teachers and future teachers. 
Kappa Mu Epsilon .. . ........ . .... . . . .... . . . .. .. Rose Pink and Silver 
Kappa Mu Epsilon recognizes scholarship and fellowship for students interested in 
Mathematics. 
Mu Kappa Tau ... ........ . ... .. . . . . .. . .... . .. . . Royal Blue and Gold 
Mu Kappa Tau encourages and recognizes the scholarship, professional 
development, and personal integrity and excellence among students of Marketing. 
Omicron Delta Epsilon ..... .. ... . ... . ..... . .... .. .. .. Gold and Blue 
Omicron Delta Epsilon attempts to expose members to out-of-class educational 
experiences in Economics. 
Phi Alpha Theta ....... . . . ... . ..... .. .... . ... .. .. Red and Light Blue 
Phi Alpha Tbeta encourages the study of History by providing recognition for 
papers and scholarly work. 
Phi Upsilon Omicron .... .. ........... . ...... . ... . . Yellow and White 
Phi Upsilon Omicron recognizes and encourages academic excellence and 
leadership development in the area of family and consumer sciences. 
Pi Kappa Lambda .............. . .. . .. . .... . .... .. .. Pink and Purple 
Pi Kappa Lambda is dedicated to the furtherance of music in education and 
education in music and recognizes and encourages scholarship and musicianship. 
Psi Chi .. .. ......... .. . . .. . ..... . ..... . . .. . .. .. Light Blue and Gold 
Psi Chi encourages and honors undergraduate academic achievement and 
scholarship in psychology and psychological research. 
Sigma Delta Pi .... . ... .... . . . .. ..... . .. . . .... . .. . Crimson and Gold 
Sigma Delta Pi promotes the study of the Spanish language and Hispanic culture 
and literature. 
Sigma Gamma Epsilon . . . .............. . ... Silver, Gold and Royal Blue 
Sigma Gamma Epsilon recognizes scholarship and professionalism in the area of 
Earth Science. 
Sigma Pi Sigma ...... . . . ... .. . .. .. . . . ...... . ... . . . . . Blue and Silver 
Sigma Delta Pi members must attain high standards of general scholarship and 
outstanding achievement in the area of Physics. 
Sigma Tau Delta .... . .. . .. .. . . ...... . .. . . . . . .. . .. Cardinal and Black 
Sigma Tau Delta recognizes high achievement in studies of English language and 
literature and encourages creative and critical writing. 
Theta Alpha Phi . .. . . ............... . . . .. . ... . . . .. Purple and White 
Theta Alpha Phi is an honorary fraternity for students who have distinguished 
themselves through their academic and artistic work in the theater. 
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The Merchant Scholarship 
The gifts of Frank Ivan and Kate Merchant. Awarded for the 
purpose of graduate study to outstanding graduates of the University 
of Northern Iowa. The fields of study and the Universities to be 
attended are shown. · -- . 
Christopher Stark 
Astrophysics 
University of Maryland 
Grant Brodrecht 
U.S. History 
University of Notre Dame 
Michael Reese 
Musical Arts 
University of Iowa 
Reygan Freeney 
Chemistry 
University of Iowa 
Lisa Schmitz 
Journalism 
University of Kansas 
Military Science 
The following graduates have earned a commission as a 
Second Lieutenant in the United States Army. 
Timothy Eugene Nelson 
Thomas Mark Slykhuis 
Mariah Jean Schweitzer 
Stacey Elizabeth Lyon 
Nicholas Patrick Jones 
Justin Troy Zevenbergen 
Sheldon Eugene Klein 
Nathan Wood Evans 
Dale William Hight 
Jared Scott Parmater 
Curtis Darren Rubendall 
Blake Jeffrey DeRouchey 
Compton, California 




Sioux Center, Iowa 
Dysart, Iowa 
Story City, Iowa 
Cedar Rapids , Iowa 
Vinton, Iowa 
Alta , Iowa 
Newton, Iowa 
University Commencement Committee 
Philip Patton, Chair 
April Chatham-Carpenter, Jay Edelnant, Clark Elmer, 
Nate Green, Noreen Hermansen, Dave Kohrs 
Doug Koschmeder, Emiliano Lerda, Brendon Moe, Joseph Murphy 
William Shepherd, Veronica Tovar, Julia Wallace, Dave Zarifis 
Program 
Irene Elbert; Pamela MacKay, Philip Patton; Norma Riley 
Production and Procession al 
- · ... ~ 
April Chatham-Carpenter, Jay Edelnant, Clark Elmer, Nate Green, Dave Kohrs, 
Doug Koschmeder, Emiliano Lerda, Brendon Moe, Philip Patton, William 
Shepherd, Veronica Tovar, Julia Wallace 
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The Heritage Honours Awards 
The Heritage Honours awards program is sponsored by the UNI Alumni 
Association and recognizes UNI graduates who have achieved significant personal 
and professional accomplishments. Award categories include the Young Alumni 
Award, Alumni Achievement Award, and Alumni Service Award. This Year, the 
Alumni Association is pleased to honor two outstanding graduates with the 
Alumni Achievement A ward. 
David Peters '78 
David Peters earned his Bachelor's degree in Industry 
from the University of Northern Iowa in 1978. He is 
currently President and Chief Executive Officer of 
Peters Construction Corporation in Waterloo, Iowa. 
During the past 10 years, he has led the company's 
growth by nearly tripling the number of employees 
and increasing the annual sales volume from $5.3 
million to $23 million. David has served his 
profession not only on a local level, but also 
nationally with his recent return to the Board of 
Directors of the National Organization of Associated 
General Contractors of America. David is one of only 
four Certified Professional Constructors in Iowa and the only UNI graduate to 
receive this professional designation from the American Institute of Constructors. 
Although he has been very involved with his profession, he has also maintained 
his involvement with the University, including being an adjunct professor, serving 
on advisory committees for Construction Management, and volunteering on behalf 
of the Students First Campaign. 
Paul Stanwood '54 
Paul Stanwood received his Bachelor's degree in 
English from UNI in 1954. He went on to pursue 
post-baccalaureate education at many institutions, 
including Oxford University, the University of 
Cambridge, and the University of Michigan, where he 
was awarded his Ph.D. Paul has taught at the 
university level for over 40 years and is currently a 
Professor Emeritus at the University of British 
Columbia. His professional accomplishments include 
serving as the current President of the International 
Association of University Professors of English, and 
publishing 10 books, 24 articles in scholarly journals, 
and 16 chapters in books. Throughout his outstanding academic career, Paul has 
also maintained a high level of involvement with his community. These efforts 
earned him the "Medal of Merit" from the Governor General of Canada and "The 
Year of the Child and Family Achievement Award." 
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University of Northern Iowa 
Commencement 
May 8, 2004 
UNI Dome 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
College of Natural Sciences 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Robert D. Koob, Ph.D. 
President of the University 
presiding 
Jay Edelnant, Ph.D. 




THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
Candidates for Degrees 
Candidates from the College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
Candidates from the College of Natural Sciences 
Candidates from the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
The Faculty - Led by Melissa Heston, Ph.D., 
Chair, University Faculty 
Members of the Faculty 
The Heads of the Departments 
The President's Party 
The Commencement Marshal 
The President 
Platform Guests 
Officers of the University 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM 
10:00 a.m. 
RECOGNITION AND AWARD OF HONORS . .... . . Aaron M. Podolefsky, Ph.D. 
Vice President of Academic Ajf airs and Provost 
STUDENT ADDRESS . ........................... ..... . Emiliano Lerda 
Candidate in Communication 
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES 
Graduate College .. ..... .. .. ... ..... .. John W. Somervill, Ph.D., Dean 
College of Education ..... ... ... . .. ... ... . Jeffrey Cornett, Ph.D., Dean 
Doctor of Education 
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College of Humanities and Fine Arts . ....... James F. Lubker, Ph.D., Dean 
Master of Arts 
Master of Music 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Bachelor of Music 
College of Natural Sciences .. .... ... . .. .. . . Kichoon Yang, Ph.D., Dean 
Doctor of Industrial Technology 
Master of Arts 
Master of Science 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Bachelor of Science 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences ... Dr. Julia Wallace, Ph.D. , Dean 
Master of Arts 
Master of Public Policy 
Master of Science 
Master of Social Work 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES* .... . ... . ............ . . ..... President Koob 
ALUMNI INDUCTION ..... . ............................. Beth Harris 
Cb air of tbe Alumni Association Board of Directors 
PRESENTATION OF SENIOR CLASS GIFT . . ........ . .. ... ... Jennifer Miller 
CLOSING SELECTIONS 
*READING OF THE CANDIDATES NAMES ...... Gretta Bergbammer, M.F.A. 
Professor of Theatre 
Renee Romano, Ph.D. 
Vice President for Educational and Student Services 
The audience is urged to refrain from cheering or applauding graduates as 
they are individually named. Your enthusiasm is understandable but may 
interfere with the rights of others to hear and will delay the program. 
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College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
ART 








Rebecca Susan Bartlett 
Cedar Rapids 
ELECTRONIC MEDIA 
Angela Lyn Hagarty 
Shueyville 
ENGLISH 
Lynn Cottrell Hickman 
(Fall 2003) 
West Des Moines 
FRENCH 
Kari Joy Edgington 
Grinnell 
ART 
Sean Patrick Murphy 
Dubuque 
ELECTRONIC MEDIA 
Lynne Michele Breniman 
Ankeny 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degr~e Candidat~s ..fQ.r 
Meritorious Scholarship in Part1cular Areas 
GERMAN 
Amy Lynn Holliday 
Muscatine 
HUMANITIES 
Jesse Scott Wozniak 
Fort Dodge 
MODERN IANGUAGE - DUAL 




Sarah Michelle Menke 
lgona 
PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION 
Brian Bruce Rogers 
Cedar Falls 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Leah Sue Sieveking 
Fort Dodge 
RUSSIAN 




Laura Jean Rhein 
Urbandale 
TESOL/ ENGLISH 





Andrea Beth Weller 
Belgrade, Minnesota 
THEATRE 
Justin Aaron Hossle 
(Fall 2003) 
Emerson 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for 
Conspicuous Achievement in Particular Areas 
FORENSICS 
Danielle Elizabeth Dick 
Dayton 
JOURNALISM 







Tara Lynn Martin 
Eldridge 
THEATRE 
Jamie Leigh Wolfe 
Montrose 
College of Natural Sciences 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for 
Meritorious Scholarship in Particular Areas 
BIOLOGY 
Jill Marie Pedretti 
LeClaire 
CHEMISTRY 
Nolan Ray Mente 
Tipton 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Alex Michael Duzik 
Sioux City 
EARIB SCIENCE 
Rachel Margaret Wieckhorst 
Hudson 
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY (BS) 
Jon Noah Steuben 
Jesup 
MAmEMATICS 




Christopher Charles Stark 
Cedar Rapids 
TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION (BA) 




College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degrt~ Candidates ..{')-r 
Meritorious Scholarship in P; rticular Areas 
AMERICAN STIJDIES 
Brandi Jo Halverson 
Ossian 
ANTHROPOLOGY 





DESIGN, FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES 
Tina Renae Linderbaum 
Ossian 
GEOGRAPHY 
Brent Louis Zirkel 
Keokuk 
HISTORY 








Courtney Rene Ridge 
Cedar Rapids 
SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Austin Jacob Temperley 
Clinton 
SOCIAL WORK 
Molly Jeanne McGlynn 
Webster City 
SOCIOLOGY 




College of Humanities and Fine Arts 





Saint Petersburg, Russia 
MA; German 
DUNCAN WILLIAM BAMSEY 
Houston, British Columbia, 
Canada 
MM; Jazz Pedagogy 
Recital: Jazz 
TERRY MILLER BARAKAT 
San Francisco, California 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages 
# D ALE EDWARD BAZAN 
Winnipeg, Manitoba , Canada 
MM; Music Education 
Thesis: An Investigation of the 
Process by Which Elementary 
Band Directors Prepare Students 
to Choose a Musical Instrument 
#KEISA LYZETfE BELL 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
# BRETT NED BILLMAN 
Cedar Falls 
MA; Communication Studies 
Thesis: Beware of Trespassing: 
The Colonization of Gaymen 








ALISSA DIAN BURGER 
Cedar Falls 
MA; English 
Thesis: Valley of the Wave 
J ANE A NN B URNS 
Carroll 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages 
CAROLYN LOUISE W. CARPENTER 
Waterloo 
MA ; Art 
Thesis: A Guide for Standards-
Based , Interdisciplinary, Art 
Activities for Cultural Institutions 
LINDSEY M. CARR 
Fort Madison 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Graduate Candidates 
Notes: 
#Summer 2004 degree candidate 
/\fall 2004 degree candidate 
DARCI LYNNE JONES CARVER 
Iowa Falls 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages 
TIEN THUY CHAU 
Long Xuyen, Vietnam 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages 
MEI-JU (MAVJS) CHEN 
Tainan, Taiwan, Republic of 
China 
MM; Music Education 
Y u-H UA CHOU 
Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China 
MM; Performance 
Recital: Piano 
ELENA DAVl DIAK 
Moscow, Russia 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages/Spanish 
D ENNIS VLADIMIR DEMIN 
Moscow, Russia 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages 
D ANA D OUGLAS 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
GREGORY ALAN D OWE 
Cascade 
MM; Music Education 




A NETA MAGDALENA D YGON 
Moszczenica , Poland 
MA; English 
MELISSA B . EMMERT 
Adel 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
KRISTA L. S. EYE 
Cedar City, Utah 
MA; Spanish 
#KEVIN H UG H GAFFNEY 
Fort Madison 
MA; Englisb 
# WADE TH OMAS GEARY 
Denver 
MA; Englisb 
Thesis: Renting and Other Stories 
# LEILA GHAYOOR-ROD 
Mashhad, Khorasan-Iran 
MA; Teaching Englisb to Speakers 
of Otber Languages 
AARON MICHAEL HANSEN 
Cedar Falls 
MM; Music Education 
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SHOKO HAYASHI 
Akishima, Tokyo, Japan 
MA; Communication Studies 
Thesis : The State of Public 





ELIZABETH LOUISE HOLLOWAY 
Eldon, Missouri 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages 
J ULIE G. HANNON H UFF 
Des Moines 
MA; Music 




K YOKO IKEDA 
Hyogo, Japan 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages 




M EGAN L. JACKSON 
Jefferson 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 




JASON COURTNEY J OHNSON 
Waterloo 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
# E MILY LYNN J OSEPHSON 
Shenandoah 
MA; Communication Studies 
Thesis: The Streets Are Burning: 
The 1968 Chicago Eight 
Conspiracy Trial 
T AKA YUK.l KA TO 
Noda-shi, Chiba-ken, Japan 
MA; Communication Studies 
Thesis: Rhetorical Analysis of 
Interactive Texts: Okinawa War 
Memorial and Presidential Speech 
J ENNIFER M ARJE K UDERER 
Sparta, Wisconsin 
MA; Women's Studies 
Thesis: From Bondage to 
Liberation: Butter and 
Bioenergetics 
KENDRA ANN LEISINGER 
Ankeny 
MM; Music Education 
DIANE MARIE LESLIE 
Pipestone, Minnesota 
MA; French 
Jo ATHAN G. LOVE 
Chicago, Illinois 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
#COURTNEY K. LUBS 
Bettendorf 
MA; English 
JANE MARIE MASTELLER 
Sioux City 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
AMY J. MAURER 
Spencer 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 







ALICIA SUSAN Moos 
Marcus 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
NICK P . MULLAN 
Cedar Falls 
MA; English 
Thesis: The Downside 
KAREN M. NELSON 
Mason City 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
STACIE MARIE NICHOLS 
Sioux City 
MM; Music Education 
KATHERINE SUE NICKLOS 
La Junta, Colorado 
MA; Theatre 
Thesis: Costume Design for 
"Rosencrantz and Guildenstern 
are Dead" by Tom Stoppard 
Theatre UNI, Fall 2003 
**MEAGAN MARIE ADAM, BA 
Gowrie 
Communicative Disorders 








#ANGELA ]O PLATNER 
Lisbon 
MA; Communicafiofl ·Stttdie,; 
AMARco P OBLETE 
Arica, Chile 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages/Spanish 
#BENJAMIN DANIEL POWELL 
Waterloo 
MA; Communication Studies 
Thesis: Repetition and Presence: 
An Aesthetic Practice 
DANIELLE L. REIER 
Crystal, Minnesota 
MA: 'f'eoc/Ji11~ English to Speakers 
of Other Languages 
TERESA M ARIE ROSE 
Indianola 
MM; Music Education 
GARY DAVID ROY 
Haverhill, Massachussetts 
MA; Major in Two Languages 
DEBRA KIMBERLY SANBORN 
Madrid 
MA; Communication Studies 
#KRISTl~E ELIZABETH SIEREN 
Wellman 
MA; French 
AMANDA MARIE SIMON 
Guttenberg 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
GLYNDA ANICE STINER 
Alden 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages 









#Summer 2004 degree candidate 
"Fall 2004 degree candidate 
MSpring 2005 degree candidate 
+Fall 2003 graduate 
•••summa Cum Laude 3.75 or higher 
**Magna Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.75 
•cum Laude 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
***SALMA RANA AKBAR, BA 
Waterloo 
English 





THOMAS JOHN TATE 
Cedar Falls 
MA; Art 
HEIDI SUE TIEDT 
Denver 
• MM; Pe1formance 
~ecital: _voice 
VICTORIA V . T UMANOVA 
Saint Petersburg, Russia 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Thesis: Difference or Disorder? 
Acquisition of American English 
Sound System by Native Speakers 
of Serbo-Croatian 
#MARINA V UJNOVIC 
Ivanicgrad, Republic of Hungary 
MA; Communication Studies 
Thesis: The Self-Perceived 
Influence of Public Relations' 
Practitioners Values and 
Worldviews on Corporate Culture 
and Choice of Public Relations 
Models 
ELE A Y. VYATKINA 
Saint Petersburg, Russia 
MA; Ge1·man 
JUNE MARIE WHIPPLE 
Mason City 
MA; Spanish 
#BRIANNE KRISTINE WAYCHOFF 
Cedar Rapids 









ACARJSSA Jo YODER 
Wellman 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
]IN-AH Y oo 
Uijeoungbu City, South Korea 
MM; Peiformance 
Recital: Organ 
#JESUS ALONZO III, BA 
San Antonio , Texas 
Communication: Electronic 
Media 
DAVID ALTEME!ER, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Music 




#*MOLLY MARIE AMMONS, BA 
Albia 
Russian 




*DOUGLAS WILLIAM APPLEBY, BA 
Des Moines 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
**JEANNE RENEE APPLEBY, BA 
Vinton 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
DAWN MARIE BALIK, BA 
New Hampton 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
***NICOLE LYNN BARTA, BA 
Solon 
Communicative Disorders 
***REBECCA SUSAN BARTIETT, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Communicative Disorders 




** ARNAN SULEL'.v!AN BASHIR, BA 
Jerusalem, Palestine 
Philosophy 
/\**ERICA JOY BAUER, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages/Russian 
**SHARON THERESA BAUMHOVER, BM 
Story City 
Music Education: Choral 




*JOHN BEGLEY, BA 
Sioux City 
Art: Studio Emphasis 




*KATHRYN JOY BELL, BA 
Lowden 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
JENNIFER BENEDIX, BA 
Correctionville 
Communication: Public Relations 
ANN K. BENGE, BA 
Ankeny 
Communication: Public Relations 
/\*JILL EILEEN BLANCHE, BA EDUCATION 
Eldridge 
English 
**JOYCE A NE BUTSCH, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages 








**MATTHEW ALBAN BOUCHER, BA 
West Springfield, Massachusetts 
Music and Physics 
ELIZABETH BOWEN, BA 
Winterset 
English 
***ANGELA LYNN BRACE, BA 
Waterloo 
Communicative Disorders 




***ALYSSA KIMBERLY BRIDEN, BM 
Dubuque 
Music Education: Choral 
*JILL MARIE BRIMEYER, BA 
Balltown 
Art: Studio Emphasis 




#LORA LYNN BRODERSEN, BA 
Ayrshire 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
*MELISSA K. BROWN, BM 
Fremont 
Performance 
#MARY KATHLEEN BucK, BA 
Ankeny 
Communication: Public Relations 












/\JAMIE MICHELLE BUSCH, BA 
Toledo 
Communication: Public Relations 
BRITTANY ELIZABETH Buss, BA 
Parkersburg 
English 
*KARA LEE CARSTENS, BA 
Harlan 
Communication: Public Relations 
15 
*GRETCHEN WESEMAN CARTER, BA 
Sioux City 
Theatre: Performance-Acting and 
Theatre - Theatre Education 




*EMILY CHRISTENSEN, BA 
Underwood 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
*SUZANNE RAE CIECHANOWSKI, BA 
Alta 
Communicative Disorders 




**KATI IERI E LEE CL.ARK, BA 
Knoxville 
Communicative Disorders 
**ELIZABETH LEIGH COLLINS, BA 
Sheffield 
English 
BENJAMIN KARL COOK-FELTZ, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Music 
**KATIE SHUREE COWAN, BM 
Indianola 
Music Education: Choral 
JosHt ·A Au CRAIN, BFA 
Marshalltown 
A11: Studio 








D ULCE CULPEPPER, BA 
Klamath Falls, Oregon 
Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages and Spanish 




MARIBEL DE JESUS, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
Art: Studio Emphasis 








*JACOB D. DEMOUTH, BA 
Ankeny 
Communication: Public Relations 




CANDACE YVONNE D ESELM, BA 
Oskaloosa 
English 
AARON JOSEPH D EYOU G, BA 
Spencer 
Theatre: Performance-Acting 
***D ANIELLE DICK, BA 
Dayton 
Communication: Culture and 
Communication 
TIMOTHY AARON DICKS, BA 
Albia 
English 




**SHIVHAN S. DOHSE, BM 
Garnavillo 
Performance 








**KARI EDGINGTON, BA 
Grinnell 
French 








#DAWN ERDMANN, BA 
Plymouth 
Communication: Public Relations 
KELLY MARIE ERICKSON, BA 
Story City 
Communication: Public Relations 




#ANGELI JEMILDA WILLIAMS FERRETIE, BM 
Washington , District of Columbia 
Performance 




MICHAEL FLEMING, BA 
M arion 
Communication: Public Relations 
ANDREW C. FORRESTER, BA 
Bettendorf 
Study of Religion 




#***ANGELA CHRISTINE FOSTER, BFA 
Adel 
Art: Studio 
*RYAN D AVID FOSTER, BA 
Adel 
Communication: General 
Communication- - · • • - • 
#TERA MADONNA Fox, BA 
Riceville 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
**CHRISTY ANN FRAHM, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Art 
* ANN M . FRAZIER, BA 
Marion 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
NATHAN ALLEN FREDERICKS, 
BA EDUCATION 
D es Moines 
Communication: Theatre 
















MICHAEL D . FRIEDEN. BA EDUCATION 
Muscatine 
Communication: Theatre and 
Theatre Arts: Acting 
**NICOLE REBECCA FULLARD, BFA 
Charles City 
Art: Studio 
#**EUGENIA LAUREL FURNEAUX, BA 
Dike 
Theatre: Design and Production 
MELISSA L. GALLES, BA EDUCATION 
Kingsley 
Art 
#*BERNADETTE GARZA, BM 
West Des Moines 
Performance 
NICOLE M. GIBBS, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rap ids 
Art 
*JENNIFER GLEASON, BA 
Urbandale 
Spanish 








'ANDREA GOERGEN, BA 
Granv ille 
Theatre: Performance-Acting and 
Theatre: Theatre Education 
*H A NAH K. GORCZYNSKl, BA 
Le Mars 
~usic 
*MEGAN RENE G.~NEY, BA 
Perry 
English 
**TERI ANN GREENFIELD, BA 
Blairsburg 
Theatre 
*KRISINA GRIEP, BA 
Camanche 
Communication: Public Relations 








#'*'YELENA HAlsTEAD, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages 
***VICTORIA ROSE HAMILTON, 
BA EDUCATION 
Evansdale 
Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages/Spanish and 
Sociology 
#MORGAN JOY HAMMER, BA 
Pocahontas 
A11.- Studio Emphasis 
*KELLIE HAMPEL, BA 
West Des Moines 
Communication: Organiz ational 
Communication 
**TREVOR HANEL, BF A 
Burlington 
Art: Studio 
ERIC J. HANSEL, BA 
D ubuque 
A11.- Studio Emp hasis 
#KASANDRA ANN H ARRINGTON, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Art: Studio Emp hasis 
**MA·m-iEw ORIN HARRIS, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Communication: Public Relations 
*NATHAN ] AMES HEATH, BA 
Tem ecula, Cal ifornia 
Communication: Electron ic 
Media 
#SUSANNA R. H EIMANN, BA 
D ike 
Music 
' BENJAMIN ROBERT HELMICK, BA 
W aterloo 
Art: Studio Emphasis 




SARA ANN HENDRJCKS, BA 
Sioux City 
Communication: Public Relations 
**BRANDI LEE HENNING, BA 
Elkader 
Communicative Disorders 
CESAR HERNANDEZ, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
Communication: Electronic 
Media 




***ELIZABETH HIETBRJNK, BA 
Urbandale 
Communication: Public Relations 
**BOE TANNER HODNEFIELD, BM 
Radcliffe 
Music Education: Choral 
*KATIE ANN HOEY, BA 
West Union 
Communicative Disorders 
**ANNE MARJE HOFFMAN, BM 
Eldridge 
Music Education: Choral 
***CHRJSTOPHER LANCE HOFFMAN, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Music 
ANDREW HOLLAND, BA 
Clinton 
Communication: Public Relations 
/\*MONIQUE DANIELLE HOLMES, BM 
Buffalo, New York 
Music Education: Choral and 
Performance 
JENILEE HOLSTEIN, BA 
Denison 
Communication: Culture and 
Communication and Spanish 




AMANDA H UENEKE, BA 
Bellevue 
Art: Studio Emphasis 




RUTH ANNE HULDEEN, BA 
Sioux City 
Communication: Public Relations 
***BENJAMIN GARRETT H UMPHREY, BA 
Waukee 
Art: History Emphasis 
NICHOLAS LEE JAMES, BA 
Chariton 
Communication: Public Relations 
#CHRISTOPHER JAMISON, BA 
Polk City 
Theatre: Performance-Acting 
















#ALICIA MARJE JOHNSON, BA 
Nevada 
German: Liberal Arts 
**JEFFREY PAUL JOHNSON , BA 
Cedar Falls 
Theatre: Performance-Acting 
PETER DAVID J OHNSON, BA 
Pensacola, Florida 
English 








#SASHA LYNN JONES , BA 
McGregor 
Communication: Public Relations 
#***LAURA RAE JONTZ, BA 
Panora 
Communication: Public Relations 








DA YID KEISER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
English 
***DAVID A. KELLEY, BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
English 
*KATHERJNE E. KELLEY, BA 
Solon 
Communication: Public Relations 
#**DAVID FRJEDRJCH KERKSIECK, BA 
Ames 
English 
#MORGAN RAE KINGERY, BA 
Waverly 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
#REBECCA R. KLINE, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
English 









#LORENA KNIGHT, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
English 
*KEVIN MICHAEL KOPPES, BA 
Dubuque 
English and History 
***KATIE ELLEN KOTHENBEUTEL, BA 
Marshalltown 
Modern Languages Dual Major: 
German/Russian 
**DANIEL BRENT KREHER, BA 
Marion 
Modern Languages. Dual Major: 
German/Spanish 
JENNIFER RAE KREMER, BA 
Dubuque 
Communication: Public Relations 
ANNA MARY KRETZ, BA 
Dubuque 
Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages 
*REBECCA KRUSE, BA 
Cresco 
Communication: Public Relations 
COURTNEY KRUSZKA, BA 
Thornton 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
*JONATHAN KVAM , BM 
Sioux City 
Music Education: Jazz 
K 'LYN LAGESCHULTE, BA 
Ida Grove 
Communication: Public Relations 
THAD NICHOLAS LANDERS, BA 
Greene 
Communication: Public Relations 
JOEL MICHAEL LANEVJLLE, BA 
Waterloo 
Art: Studio Emphasis and 
Management Information Systems 




JENNIFER MORGAN LANGE , BA 
Marion 
Communication: Public Relations 
*APRJL LARlSON, BA 
New Sharon 
Communication: Public Relations 
+**DANIEL ALBERT LARSON, BA 
Des Plaines, Illinois 
English 
KENDRA M. LARSON, BA 
Huxley 
Communication: Public Relations 
















**FLORIN LOGHIN, BM 
Iasi, Romania 
Performance 
*GREGORY A. LONGORIA JR. , BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
Communication: Electronic 
Media 
BENJAMIN JOSEPH LOVE, BA 
Reinbeck 
English 
#BRIDGET LUKEN, BA 
Cherokee 
Communication: Public Relations 




MELISSA MARGRETZ, BA EDUCATION 
Walker 
Spanish 
**SARA CHRISTINE MAROLF, BM 
Dubuque 
Performance 
TARA LYNN MARTIN, BA 
Eldridge 
Communication: Culture and 
Communication 
*JESSICA ]OY MARTINEZ, BA 
Waterloo 
Study of Religion 
VIRGINIA MARTING, BA 
Dubuque 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
#ALLISON L. McCARTY, BA 
Waterloo 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
HEIDI Jo McCULLOCH, BA 
Strawberry Point 
Communication: Public Relations 




#**KELLY R. MCLEAN, BA EDUCATION 
Morrison 
English 
#***BARTIEY DEREK MEINKE, BA 
Mason City 
Music and French 
***SARAH M. MENKE, BA 
Algona 
Music and Marketing: General 




Senior Thesis Title: Multilingual 
Wales: Cultural Preservation or a 
Losing Battle? _ . _ _ _ _ 
*MATTHEW WILLIAM METTILLE, BA 
Dubuque 
Communication: Public Relations 
BECKHAM G. MILLER, BA 
Ottumwa 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
















*DUNCAN W ESLEY MONSERUD, BA 
Iowa City 
Music 
GRETCHEN ANNE MONTGOMERY, BA 
Ames 
English 




CHRISTOPHER MORIARITY, BA 
Pella 
Communication: Public Relations 












***SEAN MURPHY, BA 
Dubuque 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
**EDWIN CHAD NEIMANN, BM 
Fort Dodge 
Performance 





#ERIN CELIA NEUENDORF, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Communication: Public Relations 
KRISTEN KAY NICE, BFA 
Holt, Michigan 
Art: Studio 
~UN TYLER NORTHUP, BA 
Bloomfield 
Communicatt'on.· Public Relations 




***ROBIN NICOLE NURRE, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Communication: Public Relations 
• AARON C. OLSON, BA 
Waterloo 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
***NICHOLAS JOSEPH OSWALD, BM 
Dubuque 
Music Education: Choral 
***KYRIAKOS PAPASPYROU, BFA 
Athienou, Cyprus 
Art: Studio 




#***NATHANIEL C. PARRISH, BM 
Cedar Falls 
Performance 




*DANIEL JOHN P ERSZYK, BM 
Elk River, Minnesota 
Performance 
ZACHORY EDWARD PETERSEN, BA 
Lake Park 
English 
**LINDSAY FRANCES PHILLIPS, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Communicative Disorders 
*LESLIE DANIELLE PIERCE, BA 
Oregon, Illinois 
Communication: Public Relations 
*HEIDI S. PIERSON, BA 
Algona 
Art: History Emphasis 
#ELIZABETH J. P OE, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Music 
*EVAN D ONAHUE POWERS, BA 
Bondurant 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
#MANDI Jo PRALLE, BA 
Mason City 
Art: Studio Emphasis 




***KRISTEN LORAN PRIEBE, BA 
Britt 
English 
AMY D . P UTNEY, BA 
Carroll 
Communication: Public Relations 
**REBECCA MARIE RAPPEL, BA 
Davenport 
Spanish 
J ESSICA ANNE REECE, BA EDUCATION 
Norton Shores, Michigan 
Spanish 
SHAWN D. REED , BFA 
Muscatine 
Art: Studio 
*MEREDITH ELLEN REEVES, BA 
West Des Moines 
Art: Studio Emphasis 




B REANNE REINDL, BA 
Cedar Falls 
English 
**HOLLY RICHEY, BA 
Dubuque 
Theatre: Theatre Education and 
Theatre: Performance-Acting 
***BRIAN ROGERS, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Philosophy 




B OBBIE ROGGENTINE, BA 
Iowa City 
Spanish 
LINDSEY RENEE ROSE, BA 
Graettinger 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
#KAMI J. ROWE, BA 
Clarion 
Communication: General 
*TYLER TIMOTHY R UBERG , BM 
Burlington 
Music Education: Instrumental 
and Composition-Theory 




DAVlD CHRISTOPHER RYAN, BM 
Mason City 
Music Education: Instrumental 
MARK SCHEFFER, BA 
Sioux City 
Study of Religion 
KARIA D ENISE SCHEINER, BA 
Vinton 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
**LINDSEY ALENA SCHILL, BA 
Union 
Theatre: Performance-Acting 




SARAH MAE SCHMITZ, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Art 
/\/\LAURA ANN SCHOENROCK, BA 
Le Mars 
Communication: Organizational 




KELLI LEA SCHREIBER, BA 
Waterloo 
Communication: Public Relations 
*KELLY MARIE SCHROBILGEN, BA 
Dubuque 
Spanish and Management: 
Business Administration 
KATHERINE L. SCHUHOW, BA 
Davenport 
Communication: Public Relations 
#RACHEL LYNN SCHUKNECHT, BA 
Paullina 
Communication: Public Relations 












FELICIA ANN SERNA, BA ED UCATION 
Davenport 
Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages/Spanish 




**LORI KAY SHELTON, BA 
Indianola 
Communication: Public Relations 
JENNIFER L. SHERMAN, BA 
Center Point 
Theatre 
*MELINDA SHERZER, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Philosophy 
**ERIC JOHN SHORT, BA 
Brookings, South Dakota 
Communication: General 
Communication 












*AMANDA SUZANNE SKAR, BA 
Waterloo 
Communicative Disorders 
/\*** AMANDA J EANNE SMITH, 




Senior Thesis Title: Teaching 
Speaking in the Foreign Language 
Classroom 




BRANDON D. SMITH, BA 
Sioux City 
Spanish 




*DANA MARIE SMITH, BA 
Red Oak 
Art: Studio Emphasis 








*SARAH KAY SPROULL, BA 
Winthrop 
Communicative Disorders 
ALAN EDWARD STALNAKER, BA 
Marion 
French 




***COREY J. STOTTS, BA 
Iowa City 
Spanish and Chemistry 
RY AN LEE STRUCK, BA 
Ireton 
Art: Studio Emphasis 








***ABBEY LEIGH SWALWELL, 
BA EDUCATION 
West Des Moines 
English 
*JESSICA ERIN SWANSON, BA 
Galesburg, Illinois 
Communication: Public Relations 
*KELLY SWANSON, BA 
Marshalltown 
Modern Languages Dual Major: 
German/Russian 
*AARON SWEENY, BA 
Belmond 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
CHRISTINA MARIE SYHARATH, BA 
Spirit Lake 
Communication: General 
*EMILY THERESA SZESZYCKI, BA 
Iowa City 
Communication: Public Relations 
• ANNE ELIZABETH TEDORE, BA 
Reinbeck 
Study of Religion 
**JAMIE MARIE TEGELER, BA 
Dyersville 
Art: Studio Emphasis 




***LEE THOMSEN, BM 
Cedar Rapids 
Music Education: Choral 
*KRISTIN STEFANIA THORARINSDOTTIR, 
BA 
Keflavik, Iceland 
Communication: Public Relations 
*TRAVIS JAMES THORSON, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
English 
AANGELA.S. THULSTRUP, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages 




KATHERINE CORA TIMMERMANS, BA 
Dubuque 
Study of Religion 




#GERILYNN TORESDAHL, BA 
Clear Lake 
French: Liberal Arts 
/\ERIK JAMES TRILIK, BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
English 
AARON U HL, BA 
Ida Grove 
Communication: Public Relations 
REBECCA VAN METER, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Russian 












**JOH ROBERT VORWALD, BA 
Garber 
Art: Studio Emphasis 




*MYNDEEJEANNE WALKER, BA 
Traer 
Communication: Public Relations 
*LAURA M . W ALSH, BA EDUCATION 
Ankeny 
Art 
NICOLE WALTER, BA 
Shawnee, Kansas 
Music 
**SARAH J. WATNE, BA 
Clarion 
Humanities 
••• ANDREA B ETH WELLER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Belgrade, Minnesota 
Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages/Russian 




***BETH NAOMI WENDLAND, BA 
Geneva 
English 
*KATE J OY W ESTERCAMP, BA 
Oskaloosa 
Communication: Public Relations 
BRIAN J OSEPH WHITE, BA EDUCATION 
Davenport 
Art 
**J ESS CASSIDY WHITE, BA 
Des Moines 
Theatre: Performance-Acting and 
Theatre: Design and Production 
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/\NICOLE WIEMANN, BA E DUCATION 
Ankeny 
Modern Languages Dual Major: 
French/Spanish 




#**KARISSA WIKERT, BA 
Ringsted 
Communication: Public Relations 
+CHARLYN MICHELLE WILLIAMS, BA 
Waterloo 
Art: Studio Emphasis 




*MATTHEW C LARK W ILLIAMS, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Philosophy and Humanities 
~**AMANDA D ENISE W ILSON, BA 
Iowa Falls 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
JAMES WILSON, BA 
Hudson 
Music 
JACOB A. WITTMAYER, BA 
Waterloo 
English 
**JAMIE W OLFE, BA 
Montrose 
Theatre: Design and Production 




*TRISHIA A.WOODSON-KIEL, BA 
Oelwein 
Communicative Disorders 








***ERIN LYNN Y UNGINGER, BA 
Algona 
Communication: Public Relations 
College of Natural Sciences 
AMARco A. SISFONTES 
Barrio Fatima, Costa Rica 
DIT; Doctor of Industrial Technology 
Dissertation Chair: Ali E. Kashef, PhD 
Graduate Candidates 
#Summer 2004 degree candidate 
Afall 2004 degree candidate 
Doctor of Industrial Technology 
Dissertation: Manufacturing Simulation Using System Dynamics and Structural Modeling Equations 





MS; Environmental Science 
Thesis: Modeling and Measuring 
the Dispersion of Odors from 
Hog Confinements 
MARLENE ANN BLALACK 
Waterloo 
MA; Chemistry 
RICKY JAMES CHRISTOFFERSEN 
Denver 
MA; Technology 
SHEILA M. SCHRECK CHRISTOFFERSEN 
Denver 
MA; Technology 
LAURIE ANN KELLOGG HAYZLETT 
Janesville 
MA; Science Education 
Thesis: The Learning Garden: A 
Case Study 
EDWARD JOHN ADAMS, BA 
Riceville 
Biology: Ecology and Systematics 
MOHAMMED H. AL-SAIAH , BA 
Waterloo 
Computer Science 








Thesis: A Preliminary Study of 
Sustainable Eco-Industrial 
Partnerships in the State of Iowa 
#SHISHONEE NADINE H UGHES 
Coralville 
MA; Science Education 
#HOLLY KATHLEEN JONGEDYK 
Parkersburg 
MS; Computer Science 
NAL!NI KANDALLA 
Dubuque 
MS; Computer Science 
HARSHIDA KOTHARI 
Waterloo 
MS; Computer Science 





MS; Computer Science 
KRISTOPHER JAY NARDINI 
Cedar Falls 
MA; Science Education 
Undergraduate Candidates 
Notes: 
#Summer 2004 degree candidate 
Afall 2004 degree candidate 
+Fall 2003 graduate 
***Summa Cum Laude 3.75 or higher 
**Magna Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.75 
*Cum Laude 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
JAY ARTHUR ANDERSON, BS 
New Hampton 
Construction Management 
TUCKER JOHN ANDERSON, BA 
Golden, Colorado 
Earth Science 







Thesis: An Analysis of Product 
Mix Decision Making Techniques 
JEFFREY ALLEN Ross 
Waverly 
MA; Technology 
HAIG MAMAS V AHRADIAN 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania 
MA; Technology 
JEANNETTE CATHLINE VOLLMER 
Waverly 
MS; Computer Science 




Nanjing, People's Republic of 
China 
MS; Computer Science 




Komae-shi, Tokyo, Japan 
MA; Technology 
/\**LUCAS BENJAMIN ASCHE, 
BA EDUCATION 
Grimes 
Technology Education and 
Technology Management 
MICHAEL JAMES ASCHER, BS 
Wellsburg 
Construction Management 




***LYDIA SACHIKO BALK, BA 
Templeton 
Technology Management 
CHARLES LYLE BARE, BA EDUCATION 
Winthrop 
Technology Education 
BRIAN M. BARRY, BS 
Iowa City 
Chemistry 
STUART E. BARRY, BA 
Waterloo 
Chemistry 
*RACHEL R. BATEMAN, BA 
Davenport 
Graphic Communications 
*JAMES WAYNE BEAN, BS 
Reinbeck 
Manufacturing Technology: Metal 
Casting 
***JACOB J ULI US B ECKER, BA 
Spencer 
Biology: Biomedical 
/\Seo-IT DEAN BEHRENDS, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Computer Science 
*JEFFREY SCOTT BERCKES, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Biology: Environmental 
***BRENT D AVIS B ERGMAN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Technology Management 
**MIRANDA MA y BLASER, BA 
Gilbertville 
Biology 
LAURA MARlE BLOOM, BA 
Ackley 
Biology 




**JENILYNN ILEAN B OHM, BA 
Arion 
Biology: Ecology and Systematics 
Ross GEORGE B OHNER, BS 
Sto ry City 
Computer Science 
*JASON 1. BRANDT, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Computer Science 
*KELLI B RENNAN, BA 
Waterloo 
Graphic Communications 
# **MIKE BRIXIUS, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Biology: Biomedical 
ALEA A . BRUNER, BA E DUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Mathematics 
ANDREW DEAN BRUNS, BS 
Tripoli 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Design and Manufacturing 
Technology: Automation and 
Production 
*MATTHEW ALLEN BRUS'fKERN,.. 13~ 
Waterloo 
Electrical and Information 
Engineering Technology 
ANDREW BRADLEY BUNN, BS 
Clarion 
Construction Management 
BARTHOLOMEW HENDRICKS B URDS, BS 
Dubuque 
Manufacturing Technology: Metal 
Casting 
/\**JENNIFER I. BURTON, BA EDUCATION 
Davenport 
Mathematics 
#J OH L. B URTON, BS 
Fort Dodge 
Electrical and Information 
Engineering Technology 
DEBRA ANN B USTER, BA 
Wapello 
Mathematics - Statistics and 
Actuarial Science and Economics: 
Quantitative Techniques 
/\**KATIE LYNN CALLAHAN, BA 
Bernard 
Biology: Biomedical 
**MICHAEL J OHN CANADY, BA 
Des Moines 
Computer Science 
*AMY LEE CAROLAN, BA 
Decorah 
Biology: Ecology and Systematics 
/\**CAROLYN CARTER, BA EDUCATION 
Wilton 
Chemistry and Chemistry 
Education 
SUBBARAO CHALAMALASETTY, BS 
Hyderabad, India 
Computer Science 
**T ANYA MARlE CLINTON, BA 
Carroll 
Technology Management 
RYAN MATTHEW W ILLIAM COLLINS, BS 
Everly 
Physics and Philosophy 
*J OSHUA MICHAEL COUGHLIN, BA 
Garnavillo 
Biology: Biomedical 
/\***J ESSICA M. COULTER, BA EDUCATION 
Garrison 
Biology 
*D ENNIS CRAUN J R., B S 
Cedar Falls 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Design and Manufacturing 
Technology: Automation and 
Production 
**G INA MARIE C RAWFORD, BA 
Portsmouth 
Mathematics - Statistics and 
Actuarial Science 
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J OSHUA DALE C USHATT, BA 
Colfax 
Biotechnology 
*BRANDIE GRACE CUVELIER, BA 
Aplington 
• Graphic Communications 
~w J OHN DANKS, BA 
Spencer - . 
Biology: Environmental and 
Spanish 




MARTY DEIKE, BA 
Waverly 
Technology Management 
*KARI N ICOLE D ETERMAN, BA 
Camanche 
Graphic Communications 
**RENAE ERIN D EVRIES, BA 
Allison 
Biotechnology 
#DERRICK R. DICKEY, BA 
New London 
Earth Science 
KARL DIMMER, BA 
Clinton 
Technology Management 
**JASON A. DJUREN, BS 
Mason City 
Electro-Mechanical Systems: 
Engineering Technology and 
Physics 
BENJAMIN G . DOUGHAN, BA 
Britt 
Biotechnology 
•• A NGELA MARIE DREYER, BA 
Cleghorn 
Biology: Biomedical 
STACY MARlE D UBBERT, BA 
Laurens 
Biology: Biomedical 




Thesis/ project title: Methods and 
Techniques of Dynamic 
Recompilation 
#ERIC T HOMAS E ISCHEN, BA 
Algona 
Graphic Communications 
**JARED J OSEPH E KLUND, BA 
Des Moines 
Chemistry-Marketing 




**KATRELL LEA EPLEY, BA 
Waverly 
Biology: Biomedical 
*BRENT A. ERICKSON, BA 
Sergeant Bluff 
Mathematics - Statistics and 
Actuarial Science and Economics: 
Quantitative Techniques 
***JOHN MARTIN ERICKSON, BA 
Carroll 
Technology Management 
***JOHN CHARLES ESTAPA, BA 
Grinnell 
Technology Management 




VANESSA ALANNA FETTES, BA 
Spencer 
Graphic Communications 
#JOHN FREDERICK FINICAL IV, BA 
Tama 
Biology: Biomedical 
MARK GEORGE FISHER, BA ED UCATION 
Grundy Center 
Mathematics 
AMANDA J. FOWLER, BA EDUCATION 
Readlyn 
Earth Science and Geology 
BRANDON JAMES FRANKLIN, BS 
Central City 
Computer Science 
NICHOLAS J. FREDERICK, BS 
Clinton 
Computer Science 
*DANIEL H. FRISCH, BS 
Waterloo 
Electrical and Information 
Engineering Technology 
***BRADLEY G. FRITZ, BS 
Storm Lake 
Chemistry and Music 
JESSE JOSEPH GAHERTY, BS 
Dubuque 
Construction Management 
BRANDON GRAY, BS 
Cedar Falls 
Computer Science 
DAVID GRUND, BA EDUCATION 
Ruthven 
Technology Education 
**AARON JOSEPH HAHN, BA EDUCATION 
Charlotte 
Chemistry 
**LEIF CURTIS HALVORSON, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Biology: Ecology and Systematics 
***RACHAEL M. HARTER, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Biology: Microbiology 
/\KRISTEN ANN HARVEY, BA EDUCATION 
Hoffman Estates, Illinois 
Earth Science 
#NICHOLAS P. HAYNES, BA 
Pella 
Technology Management 
M. RICHARD HEEMSTRA, BA 
Norwalk 
Computer Science 
**CORY D. HEISTERKAMP, BS 
Cedar Falls 
Electrical and Information 
Engineering Technology 
* A NDREW MARTIN HEPKER, BA 
Urbana 
Technology Management 
**MICHELLE KAY HERRICK, BA 
Dayton 
Biology: Biomedical 




***MATTHEW T. HOFFERT, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Biotechnology 
J USTIN HOSCH, BA 
Cresco 
Computer Science 
JOSEPH S. HUEBBE, BA EDUCATION 
Maquoketa 
Technology Education 
**CARY VINCENT JACKSON, BA 
Winterset 
Biology: Biomedical 
MELISSA M. JACOBS , BA 
Clarksville 
Graphic Communications 




Senior Thesis Title: Genesis vs. 
Science: What Is Genesis Really 
Telling Us In The Creation Story 
and Does That Allow for 
Evolution? 
*** ADAM MAx JARVELA , BA 
Grinnell 
Mathematics - Statistics and 
Actuarial Science 
AMANDA MARIE JENNINGS, BA 
Clear Lake 
Biology 
NICHOLAS P. JONES , BS 
Altoona 
Manufacturing Technology: Metal 
Casting 
**CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL JUNGLING, BS 
Cedar Falls 
Chemistry 
***BRADLEY GEORGE KEGLER, BA 
Independence 
Biology: Biomedical 
#JEREMY L. KELLEY, BA 
Laurens 
Technology Management 
REAGAN D. KING, BA EDUCATION 
Burlington 
Chemistry 




*SHELDON KLEIN, BS 
Dysart 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Automation and Production 
MICHELLE MARIE KLINE , BA EDUCATION 
State Center 
Mathematics 
CASEY L. KNAACK , BA 
Reinbeck 
Technology Management 
#***NICHOLAS JOHN KNEPPER, BS 
Farley 
Construction Management 
#*HEIDI L. KOEPP , BA 
Waterloo 
Computer Science 
RENEE ANNE KRATT, BA 
Lake View 
Mathematics - Statistics and 
Actuarial Science 
DUSTIN KRALL, BA 
Charles City 
Biology: Biomedical 
ANDREW J. K UKER, BA EDUCATION 
Tripoli 
Earth Science 
#KHRISTOPHER JOHN K UKER, BS 
Denison 
Manufacturing Technology: Metal 
Casting 
*JOSEPH MATTHEW K UKLA, BA 
Dubuque 
Biology: Biomedical 
**SHAUN ERIC KREY KUKUZKE , BS 
North English 
Construction Management 
***SONYA JOY LAMUTH, BA 
Algona 
Biology: Biomedical 




**KERI A NNE LEYMASTER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Biology: Biomedical 
**NATHAN MICHAEL LOMBARDI, BA 
Dubuque 
Biology: Biomedical 
**LIBBY KIRSTEN LONG, BA 
Altoona 
Biology: Biomedical 
*EMILY KAY MADER, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Biology: Biomedical 
*JUSTIN THOMAS MANIFOLD , BA 
Parkersburg 
Technology Management 
*SCOTT MARSH, BA 
Independence 
Graphic Communications 
NICOLE LEIGH CARMICHAEL MAnoc K, BA 
Brooklyn 
Geology 








#ANDREA LEE McGRATH, BA 
Eagle Grove 
Biology 
**JESSE LEE McGUIRE, BS 
Ankeny 
Computer Science 
SHANNON MARIE McLAUGHLIN, BA 
Dubuque 
Computer Science 
*MITCHELL JOHN MCQUILLEN, BS 
Manchester 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Automation and Production and 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Design 
#*CAROLINE Jo MCSORLEY, BA 
Council Bluffs 
Biology: Ecology and Systematics 
**MARIACHELLE Z. MEINERS, BA 
Templeton 
Technology Management 
***NOLAN RAY MENTE, BS 
Tipton 
Chemistry 
**DALTON R. MEYER, BS 
Sumner 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Automation and Production 
***JAMIE LYNN MEYER, BA 
Elgin 
Graphic Communications 
BRETT CHARLES MEYERS, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Biology: Plan X 
TYLER JAMES MICHAELSEN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Technology Management 
# AMANDA L. MILLER, BA 
Dubuque 
Biology 
***KALI D AWN MILLER, BA 
Allison 
Graphic Communications 
*NATASHA R. MINNAERT, BA 
Waverly 
Biology: Biomedical 
**MIOR SHAHRlR BIN MIOR ABD RESIT, 
BA 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
Computer information Systems 
**DANIEL L. MOELLER, BS 
Boone 
Construction Management 
*SHARI ANN MORTENSEN, BA 
Wilton 
Biology: Biomedical 
ANNE M . MUELLER, BA 
D enver 
Chemistry-Marketing 
#*ZACHARY DAVID M ULLER, BA 
Osage 
Biology: Biomedical 
DARJN R. MULL!KJN, BA 
Muscatine 
General industry and Technology 
D EREK L. MULLIN, BA-EDUCA'FK>N. 
Mount Pleasant 
Technology Education 
**TODD GARY M UNDT, BA 
Castalia 
Technology Management 
MITCHELL MUNSON, BA 
Central City 
Computer Science 
**PHILIP M UNSON, BA 
Waverly 
Computer Science 
**TRICIA ANN EES, BA 
Carroll 
-Technology Management 
**JESSICA RENEE ELSON, BA 
West D es Moines 
Mathematics - Statistics and 
Actuarial Science 
*RYAN WESLEY NELSON, BA 
Marion 
Biology: Biomedical 
KARI MARIE NEWCOMB, BA EDUCATION 
Fort D odge 
Earth Science 
JEFFREY P. NIELSEN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Computer Science 
MICHAEL SCOlT NIXON, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Biology. Biomedical 
MATTHEW STEVEN O LSON, BA 
Alton 
Mathematics - Statistics and 
Actuarial Science 
***KARA J. OPP, BA 
Urbandale 
Biology: Biomedical 
**MATT J. OWEN, BA 
Carroll 
Technology Management 
#THYANNA MECHELLE PARSONS, BA 
W aterloo 
Biology: Biomedical 
ANNA MARIE PAYNE, BA EDUCATION 
Muscatine 
Mathematics 
*TEKESHIA KARMEL PEARSON, BA 
D avenport 
Graphic Communications 




Senior Thesis Title: Cerebral 
Palsy: Physical Therapy and 
Medical Treatment Issues 
JULIE ANNE PHILLIPS, BA 
Corona, California 
Biology: Ecology and Systematics 
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SHAD A . POTTER, BA 
Marion 
Biology: Biomedical 
#JILL PUTZ, BA 
Macksburg 
Graphic Communications 




KYLA K. RAMMELSBERG, BA EDUCATION 
Palo 
Mathematics 
#*MEGAN ELIZABETH REIFF, BA 
Independence 
Graphic Communications 
#THERESA REIFF, BS 
Independence 
Chemistry: Biochemistry 
*LINDSEY MARIE RIEGER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Biology: Biomedical 




Senior Thesis Title: Effects of 
Light Intensity and Duration on 
Paraheliotropism and Pulvinar 
Movement in Phaseolus 
Coccineus 
MICHELLE LYNN ROBERTS, BA 
Springville 
Computer Science 
***LAURA BAJLEY ROBINSON, BS 
W est Des Moines 
Chemistry: Biochemistry and 
Biotechnology 
LANCE W ARRE ROUTSON, BA 
Johnston 
Physics 
*JORDAN CRAIG ROWE, BA 
Port Byron, Illinois 
Biology: Ecology and Systematics 
#CURTIS D. RUBENDALL, BA EDUCATION 
Aurelia 
Technology Education 
*JENNIFER LYNN RUBNER, BA 
Masonv ille 
Biology 
JOHN THOMAS RYAN, BA 
W ashburn 
Computer Science 








#JAMIE MARIE SCHLOMANN, BA 
D enver 
Biotechnology 
ERIC THOMAS SCHUMACHER, BS 
Cedar Rapids 
Electrical and Information 
Engineering Technology 
RODNEY ROY SCHUMACHER, BS 
Dubuque 
Construction Management 
DAVID L. Scan, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Earth Science 
***AMI DESIREE SELF, BA 
Lexington, Kentucky 
Biology 
***KELLEN PAUL SENSOR, BA 
Iowa City 
Biotechnology 




#*BRETT A. SHAFFER, BS 
Jesup 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Design and Manufacturing 
Technology: Metal Casting 
**WENDY ANN SHAW, BA 
Davenport 
Biology: Biomedical 
**PAUL DAVID SHEPARD, BA 
Waterloo 
Biology: Biomedical 
***CHRISTINE MARIE SHINSTINE, BA 
Ionia 
Biology: Biomedical 
**ERICA LEIGH SHUTTLEWORTH, BA 
Hydetown, Pennsylvania 
Biology: Biomedical 
AMY SUE SMITH, BA 
Lake City 
Technology Management 
KATHERINE MICHELLE SMITH, BA 
Dunkerton 
Graphic Communications 
T ODD SMITH, BA 
Des Moines 
Mathematics - Statistics and 
Actuarial Science 
#JESS SOLINGER, BA 
Altoona 
Biology: Biomedical 
**BENJAMIN C. STARK, BS 
Inwood 
Biology 
***CHRISTOPHER CHARLES STARK, BS 
Cedar Rapids 
Physics 
# MATTHEW D. STARR, BS 
Tipton 
Electrical and Information 
Engineering Technology 
***JON STEUBEN, BS 
Jesup 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Design and Manufacturing 
Technology: Automated 
Manufacturing Systems 
RICHARD L. STOTTS, BS 
Northwood 
Electrical and Information 
Engineering Technology 
*LUCAS STRAW, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Biology: Ecology and Systematics 
**MARSHALL DORAN STUART, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Chemistry and Mathematics 
**SARA MARIE SUDBECK, BA 
Burlington 
Biology 
/\B ENJAMIN J. SUMMERHAYS, BA 
Gilbertville 
Biology: Biomedical 
CADE J. SUNDSTEDT, BA 
Waverly 
Biology: Ecology and Systematics 
TRAVIS L. TARR, BS 
Clear Lake 
Construction Management 
*CODY WELFORD THOMPSON, BA 
Woodbine 
Biology: Ecology and Systematics 




***WILLIAM TRENT TOMPKINS, BA 
Waterloo 
Technology Management 
/\JOHN M. TROUGHTON, BA EDUCATION 
Iowa City 
Mathematics 
**JOAN ULSES, BA 
Lake Mills 
Biology. Biomedical 




Scan MICHAEL VASKE, BS 
Luxemburg 
Construction Management 
KATIE S. VENTER, BA 
Oskaloosa 
Biology: Ecology and Systematics 
*CRAJG MICHAEL VESELY, BA 
Dubuque 
Biology: Biomedical 
**BENJAMIN STEWARD WADSLEY, BA 
Odebolt 
Mathematics - Statistics and 
Actuarial Science 
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**LAURA L. WAECHTER, BA E DUCATION 
Grinnell 
Mathematics 
J ONATHAN J. WALL, BS 
Altoona 
Construction Management 
***TRINA RENEE WARD, BA 
Bloomfield 
Technology Management 
**KATHERINE MARIE WATERMAN, BS 
Ottumwa 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Design and Manufacturing 
Technology: Automation and 
Production 
**ALLISON N. W EARDA, BA 
Hampton 
Graphic Communications 
ANDREW GREGORY WEIS, BA 
Decorah 
Biology: Biomedical 
**MELANIE LAUREEN W EIS, BA 
Bettendorf 
Graphic Communications 
T ODD M ICHAEL WEISS, BS 
Vinton 
Construction Management 
**CHRISTOPHER WAYNE W ELZIEN, BA 
Dike 
Computer Science 
***RACHEL WIECKHORST, BA 
Hudson 
Earth Science - Interpretive 
Naturalist 
A USTIN D. WILLIAMS, BA 
Bettendorf 
Computer Science 
B LAKE AARON WILLIAMS, BA 
Iowa City 
Biology: Biomedical 
CLINT PATRICK WINNIKE, BA 
West Point 
Technology Management 
*MARY L. YORK, BA 
Auburn 
Technology Management 
#JOSEPH RONALD YOUNG, BA 
Garner 
Technology Management 
J USTIN TROY ZEVENBERGEN, BS 
Sioux Center 
Computer Science 
B RIAN JAMES Z IMMER, BS 
Vinton 
Manufacturing Technology: Metal 
Casting 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Graduate Candidates 
#HEATHER ELIZABETH ANDERSEN 
Winthrop 
MSW; Social Work 
#THERESE HEYER ARCHER 
Waterloo 
MSW; Social Work 
NICOLE ELAINE ARNOLD 
Hampton 
MSW; Social Work 
JILL NICOLE BARNES 
Mount Vernon 
MSW; Social Work 
BETH RENEE BERTE 
Burt 
MSW; Social Work 
DONALD EUGENE BRAZILE, JR. 
Cedar Falls 
MA; History 
FLOYD BUMPERS, JR. 
Waterloo 
MSW; Social Work 
SARA RENEE CARTER 
Cedar Falls 
MSW; Social Work 
ELIZABETH LYNNE CHIVERS 
Cedar Falls 
MA; Sociology 
Thesis: Protecting Us from 
Pictures: Gender and Support for 
Legal Restrictions on Pornography 
WEON GYU CHUN 
Seoul, Korea 
MSW; Social Work 
#ERIN MARIE CLANCY 
Clear Lake 
MSW; Social Work 
ELIZABETH ANNE Cox 
Cedar Rapids 
MPP; Public Policy 
EMILY S. CROOK 
Newton 
MSW; Social Work 
JEFFREY LEWIS DANIELSON 
Waterloo 
MPP; Public Policy 
DONAVON MICHAEL ELLISON 
Owasa 
MSW; Social Work 
#ERINEO EDDY ESPINOZA 
San Antonio, Texas 
MA; Sociology 




#Summer 2004 d@gr.e.e. 1:~nsli9ate "' · 
ROBERT PAUL HANSEN 
Brayton 
MA; Sociology 
Thesis: Drug Use and Pool 
Performance: An Exploratory 
Study 
JAMES DANIEL HARKEN 
Waterloo 
MA; Geography 
Thesis: Mapping Wetlands and 
Potential Wetland Restoration Areas 
in Black Hawk County, Iowa, 
Using Object-Oriented 
Classification and A GIS-Based 
Model 
MELISSA SUE HARTING 
Evansdale 
MSW; Social Work 
#JONATHAN ADAM HUTCHINS 
Moline, Illinois 
MA; Sociology 
LISA MARIE JAHNEL 
Orchard 
MSW; Social Work 
JAMES CORYE JOHNSON 
Waterloo 
MA; General Psychology 
Thesis: Validation of the Suicide 
Resilience Inventory-25 (SRI-25) 
with African American College 
Students 
STEVEN ROBERT JUNGE 
Keystone 
MA; Sociology 
Thesis: A Qualitative Model Test 
of the NEP / DSP 
DESIREE KATRINA KALAINOFF 
Waverly 
MSW; Social Work 
KAROLYN KAE KANE 
Fairbank 
MSW; Social Work 
ALYSSA DIANE KETELSEN 
Ames 
MPP; Public Policy 
JAMES LEE 
Cedar Rapids 
MPP; Public Policy 
BARBARA A. LIND 
Waterloo 
MSW; Social Work 
ROSIE LOGGINS 
Greenwood, Mississippi 
MSW; Social Work 
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p A TRICK CORLISS LYONS 
Vinton 
MA; General Psychology 
Thesis: The Development and 
Validation of A Customer 
Satisfaction Measure for An 
Electric Utility 
EMILIE ELLEN MCNACE 
Lake View 
MSW; Social Work 
MARIA ALEKSANDROVNA MONSERUD 
Saint Petersburg, Russia 
MA; Sociology 
Thesis: Impact of the Child-Parent 
Relationship on Affectual 
Solidarity Between Grandchildren 
and Grandparents: The 
Perspective of Young Adults 
AMBER LEE MUNSON 
Cedar Rapids 
MA; Geography 
#TIMOTHY EUGENE NELSON 
Compton, California 
MA; History 
Thesis: Stick Em-Up Mutha Fucka: 
The Black Panther Party, Violence 
and American Popular Culture 
#FELICIA NIELAND 
Cedar Falls 
MSW; Social Work 
JULIANA MALOA NNOKO 
Kumba, Cameroon 
MPP; Public Policy 
ANDREY NICKOLAEVICH PETROV 
Saint Petersburg, Russia 
MA; Geography 
Thesis: Spatial Population 
Dynamics in the Resource-
Dependent Peripheral Territories of 
the Canadian North in the 1990's 
MELANIE ELIZABETH PIEPEL 
Jefferson 
MSW; Social Work 
#ALYSSA MARIA PROHASKI 
Mason City 
MSW; Social Work 
#LYDIA C. PEREZ ROBERTS 
San Antonio, Texas 
MSW; Social Work 
TAMARA RENA ROBINSON 
Waterloo 
MPP; Public Policy 
#TANGALA ANN SAFFOLD 
Waterloo 
MSW; Social Work 
AMY MICHELLE SALGER 
Vinton 
MA; General Psychology 
Thesis: The Cognitive Processes 
of Individuals with Visual 
Impairments in the Recognition of 
Faces as Observed in the 
Inversion Effect 
SARA JANE SCHILLER 
West Union 
MSW; Social Work 
#KIMBERLY ABRAM, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Criminology 
NICHOLAS RYAN AESCHLIMAN, BA 
Dallas Center 
Criminology 
***REBECCA AHLSTROM, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
#LESTER ALLEN, BA 
Des Moines 
Sociology 
KA TIE L. AL TICK, BA 
Osage 
Criminology 
]AMIE LYNN ANDERSON, BA 
Altoona 
Social Work 
***LESLIE ANN ANDERSON, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Political Science 
•• AMBER APLARA, BA 
Fairfield 
History 
*MAGGIE AUSTIN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
*ANGIE KAY BAUMGARTNER, BA 
Manchester 
Textile and Apparel 
***KRJSTIE LYNN BECK, BA 
Cascade 
Family Services 
#EMILY ]IN-HEE BECKER, BA 
Washington, Illinois 
Political Science 
*LUCAS MICHAEL BEE, BA 
Monona 
Criminology 





MSW; Social Work 
EMILY MANNA SMITH 
Cedar Falls 
MSW; Social Work 
GINA KRJSTA SPINLER 
Waverly 
MPP; Public Policy 
Undergraduate Candidates 
Notes: 
#Summer 2004 degree candidate 
/\fall 2004 degree candidate 
+Fall 2003 graduate 
•••summa Cum Laude 3.75 or higher 
**Magna Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.75 
*Cum Laude 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
CINDY A. BEHRENS, BA 
Keystone 
Social Work 
*ANDREA BERGER, BA 
Davenport 
Sociology 
#*KELLY Jo BERGEVIN, BA 
Omaha, Nebraska 
Social Work 
#LYNSEY NICOLE BLACKLEDGE, BA 
Centerville 
Public Administration: General 
Administration and Political 
Science 
MITCHELL JAMES BLANSHAN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Sociology 
#MONA EVELYN BOCKENSTEDT, BA 
Evansdale 
Social Work 
JESSICA LYN BOLAND, BA 
Ricketts 
Sociology 
LISA MICHELLE BOLIN, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Sociology and Marketing: 
Management 
CYNTHIA R. BOYLE, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Psychology 
JENNIFER PAGE BRANDHORST, BA 
Waterloo 
Family Services 
***]INGER Jo BREMER, BA 
Battle Creek 
Sociology and Psychology 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Honor Student 
Senior Thesis Title: The Effects of 
Study Abroad on Iowa Students 




D UBRAVKA SVETINA 
Varazdin,Croatia 
MPP; Public Policy 
JESSICA MARJE WEIS 
Dubuque 
MSW; Social Work 
*JAIME LEE BROWER, BA 
Hampton 
Psychology 
***BRENDA JANE BROWN, BA 
Frederika 
Sociology 
***CARRJE GRACE BROWN, BA 
Paullina 
Political Communication 
** ADAM THOMAS BRUSS, BA 
Wells, Minnesota 
Political Science 
*SHAWN ERIN BUFFINGTON, BA 
Mason City 
Social Work 
MICHELLE L. BUNN, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Interior Design 
#**BRAD BURGER, BA 
Worthington 
Geography 
*STEPHANIE SUZANNE BURR, BA 
Manchester 
Family Services 
RYAN JOSEPH BURRESS, BA 
Ellison Bay, Wisconsin 
Psychology 
#CHAD BURTON, BA 
Blue Grass 
Public Administration: Public 
Policy and Public Service 
#GENEVIEVE KATHRYN BYRNE, BA 
Mason City 
Social Work 
#*LYNN M. CALLAHAN, BA 
Dubuque 
Psychology and Communication: 
General Communication 
**CHRJSTOPHER ALLEN CAMPBELL, 
BA EDUCATION 
Albert Lea, Minnesota 
History 
*JOPLYN ROSE CANNON, BA 
Council Bluffs 
History 
**MELISSA JEAN CARLSON, BA 
Des Moines 
Family Seroices 
BRANDY CHRISTINE CARTER, BA 
Marshalltown 
Psychology 
*FELICIA R. CARTER, BA 
Waterloo 
Family Seroices 
TYELENE RAE CERVETTI , BA 
Johnston 
Psychology 
***RYANT. CHAMBERS, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
KATE CHAPMAN, BA 
Dubuque 
Psychology 
LISA A. CHENSVOLD, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Interior Design 
LEAH J. CLARK, BA 
Waterloo 
Psychology 
***JACOB CLEVELAND, BA EDUCATION 
Waukee 
History 
#COLLEEN ELIZABETH CONLEY, BA 
Marion 
Sociology 
NYKOLE LYNN CONRAD, BA 
Waterloo 
Psychojogy 
***BRANDI DAWN COOLEY, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Psychology and Sociology 
AMY JEAN COUGHLIN, BA EDUCATION 
Melrose 
History 
/\DUSTIN M c C OY Cox, BA EDUCATION 
Orlando, Florida 
Social Science 
MATTHEW AUSTIN CRAMER, BA 
Camanche 
Criminology 
**DOUGLAS M . CRONBAUGH, BA 
New Hartford 
Public Administration: General 
Administration 
#MICHELLE D. CROSSMANHART, BA 
Chico, California 
Political Science 
*CHEYANNE C UDDEBACK, BA 
Washington 
History 
ERIK DAGENAIS, BA 
Des Moines 
Criminology 
DAVID EDWARD DALY, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Social Science 
CHRISTOPHER A. D EAN, BA 
Farley 
Psychology and Finance and Real 
Estate 
*JON PAUL DECKER, BA 
Dubuque 
Psychology -- - . , 




/\LAURA ANN DEN HOED , BA 
Waterloo 
Psychology 
*BLAKE JEFFREY DERO UCHEY, BA 
Newton 
Criminology and Sociology 
***ALLISON MARIE DEUTSCH, BA 
Waverly 
Criminology and Sociology 
Presidential Scholar 
Senior Thesis Title: 
Intergenerational Preferences 
Regarding Punishment of Criminal 
Offenders 
#MICHELLE DEWAARD, BA 
Forest City 
Family Seroices 
#REBECCA A NNE DICK, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Family Seroices 
NATHAN MICHAEL DIDIER, BA 
Manning 
History 
PATRICK DIEKMAN, BA 
Elgin 
Criminology and Sociology 
*CONNIE LYNN DIGMANN, BA 
Hopkinton 
Psychology 
#AMANDA DENISE DIXON, BA 
Mason City 
Textile and Apparel 
***LINDSEY ANN DODD, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
/\SJNEAD DOHERTY, BA 
Waterloo 
Social Work 
JUSTIN JAMES DOPHEIDE, BA EDUCATION 
Carroll 
Social Science 
AMBER NICOLE DOUD, BA 
Oskaloosa 
Psychology 
#JESSE GENE DOWELL, BA 
Indianola 
History 
**MELISSA DOWNING, BA 
Sioux City 
Criminology 
ANGELA L. DRAEGER, BA 
Clarion 
Criminology and Psychology 
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#NICOLE LYNNETTE DRAYTON, BA 
Des Moines 
Criminology 
*ASHLEE DUFFY, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Psychology 
"ttruBETH KAY DUFFY, BA 
Dunkerton 
Social Work 
RORY A. D UNKELBERGER, BA 
La Porte City 
Social Work 
EMILY D ANIELLE D URDIN, BA 
New Market 
Social Work 
A NDREW KENNETH EIGE, BA 
Marshalltown 
History 
*JACQUELYN ELLENWOOD, BA 
Kellogg 
Public Administration: General 
Administration 
IAN E VANS-WINFIELD, BA 
Collins 
Criminology 
DAVID CHRISTOPHER FALCO, BA 
Solon 
History 
#VALERIE S. FARLEY, BA 
Davenport 
Psychology 
ANDREA CHRISTINA FAUST, BA 
Waterloo 
Anthropology 
MIA FIELDS, BA 
Westgate 
Psychology 
JEFFREY RICHARD FISHER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Geography: Environmental 
**CAROLINE KAY FLATLAND, BA 
Waukon 
Psychology 
HOLLY BETH FLYNN, BA 
Washington 
Anthropology 
KRISTAN C. Fox, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
Political Science 
BROOKE MARIE FRANZEN, BA 
New Hampton 
Social Work 
/\*REBECCA FRAZIER , BA 
Cedar Falls 
Social Work 
**LELAND JEROME FROELKE, BA 
Cresco 
Public Administration: Public 
Policy and Public Seroice 
E ZEKIEL LEWIS FURLONG, BA 
Letts 
Inter-American Studies: Business 
and Economics and Spanish 
SARA JEAN GALM , BA 
Spencer 
Family Seroices 
#LINDSAY ROSE GANNON, BA 
Des Moines 
History 
#MELISSA A. GARAVENTA, BA 
Reinbeck 
Social Work 
DANIEL GARCIA, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
Psychology 
/\MELISSA ANN GARCIA, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
Political Science 
REBECCA J. GARDNER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Social Work 
MIRANDA MICHELLE GARRINGER, BA 
Iowa City 
Social Work 




Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Honor Student 
Senior Thesis Title: Coping with 
Work-School Conflict through 
Social Support 
*JOSEPH D. GEVOCK, BA 
Fairfield 
Psychology 
*NATHAN GLENN GIBSON, BA 
Dubuque 
Geography 
***A.My R. GIESEKE, BA 
Altoona 
Sociology 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Honor Student 
Senior Thesis Title: Where Do I 
Go From Here? Identify 
Dilemmas of a Graduating 
College Student in a Postmodern 
World 
MELISSA S. GOODMAN, BA 
Dubuque 
Social Work 
**DANIELLE KAI GRABE, BA 
Walford 
Psychology 
JILL CHRISTINE GRAY, BA 
Titonka 
Sociology and Political Science 
JOAN M. GRAY, BA 
Dumont 
Geography 
***NATHANIEL CLAYTON GREEN, BA 
Fort Madison 
History 
#*STACIA M. GREVE, BA 
Masonville 
Family Services 
#HEIDI GRIFFIN, BA 
Spencer 
Criminology 
#ASHLEIGH NICOLE GRIFFITH, BA 
Johnston 
Criminology 
H ANS GROSZKRUGER, BA EDUCATION 
Dumont 
Social Science 
J ESSICA MARIE GUYETTE, BA 
Davenport 
History 
#KAREN MARIE HAAS, BA 
Bettendorf 
Interior Design 
LEIGH ANN HAGEN, BA 
Davenport 
Criminology 
*COURTNEY MARIE HALL, BA 
Davenport 
Political Science 
**BRANDI J. HALVERSON, BA 
Ossian 
American Studies and Geography 
#JENNIFER HAMAND, BA 
Nora Springs 
Social Work 
*MARIE ELIZABETH HAMER, BA 
Robins 
Political Communication 
*KELLI KRISTINE HANSEN, BA 
Red Oak 
Psychology 
***ADAM D. HANSON, BA 
Winterset 
Sociology 
KELLEY LYNNE HARBAUGH, BA 
Jefferson 
Criminology 
**JENNIFER MARIE HARDEN, BA 
Rockford 
Psychology 
ADAM CURTIS HART, BA 
Clive 
Geography 
** AMANDA MAE HARTZELL, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
#*BELINDA DEANN HASS, BA 
Pomeroy 
Family Services 
AARON HAURUM , BA 
Cedar Falls 
Social Work 
***JENNA MARIE HAVENS, BA 
Tama 
Family Services 
RHEA M. HAYDEN, BA 
Stuart 
Anthropology 
#*** ABBIE LEIGH HEIBERGER, BA 
Farley 
Psychology and Family Services 
#**LISA EWNE HEIDEN, BA 
Marshalltown 
Psychology 
LINDA L. HEIMBUCK, BA 
Waterloo 
Sociology 




** AMANDA RENEE HENDRICKS, BA 
Marshalltown 
Social Work 
#MELISSA HENRIKSEN, BA 
Stout 
Political Communication 
#JILL HEPKER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Family Services 
ANDREW LYLE HERMANSON, BA 
Story City 
Family Services 
MICHELLE RANAE HEUER, BA 
Allison 
Criminology and Sociology 
DALE W. HIGHT, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Sociology 
TIMOTHY JAMES HILDEBRAND, BA 
Des Moines 
Psychology 
ANGELA HILEMAN, BA 
Waterloo 
Anthropology 
JODIE LYN HILL, BA 
Tama 
Psychology 
SHAUNA LEIGH HILLER, BA 
Mankato, Minnesota 
Social Work 
* AMBER ERIN HINES, BA 
Ottumwa 
Family Services 
*TRISHA L. HOBBIEBRUNKEN, BA 
Thornton 
Psychology 
BETTY L. HODGES, BA 
Waterloo 
Social Work 
*ANDREW J. HOFF, BA EDUCATION 
Bettendorf 
History and Geography 
#ELIZABETH A NN HOFFMAN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Sociology 
KNUTE LARS HOFSOMMER, BA 
St. Cloud, Minnesota 
History 
NATHAN MICHAEL HOGE, BA 
Camanche 
Criminology 
LAURA JEAN HOHENFIELD, BA 
Nora Springs 
Social Work 
***AMY HOLLIDAY, BA 
Muscatine 
Sociology and German: 
Liberal Arts 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Honor Student 
Senior Thesis Title: Who Does the 
Dirty Work When It Comes to 
Recycling? 
*AMANDA A. HOLLIS , BA 
Hampton 
Political Science and Public 
Administration: Public Personnel 
#SARAH BETH HOL.5T, BA 
Durant 
Textile and Apparel 
#*SHERRY LYNN HOOVER, BA 
Marion 
Family Services 
#JENNIFER HUFFMAN, BA 
Waterloo 
Sociology 
ERJCA H UNT, BA 
Hopkinton 
Criminology 
WILLIAM DAVJD HYDE, BA 
Long Grove 
Criminology 
#MELISSA MARJE ILG , BA 
Shueyville 
Textile and Apparel 
#MICHELLE ELIZABETH IRONS, BA 
Waukon 
Family Services 
#ERJN S. JACKSON, BA 
Jefferson 
Social Work 
MATTHEW R. JACKSON, BA 
Tipton 
Criminology 
BETH ROSE JAEGER, BA 
Sherrill 
Sociology 
JILL NICOLE JENSEN, BA 
Council Bluffs 
Family Services 
#BAILEY Jo JOHNSON, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Textile and Apparel 
JAMIE A NNE JOHNSON, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Social Work 
#VANESSA RAE JOHNSON, BA 
Milford 
Criminology and Psychology 
**JEFFREY CRAIG J UDISCH, BA 
Tripoli 





DAVJD LEE KEFFELER, BA 
Remsen 
Geography 
MOLLY ELIZABETH KEGLER , BA 
Independence 
Criminology 
*JONATHAN JOEL KEHL, BA EDUCATION 
Baltimore, Maryland 
Social Science 
ALJNDSEY J. KELLER , BA 
Dike 
Social Work 
*JESSICA MAE KELNHOFER, BA 
Manchester 
Social Work 
*MICHELLE L. K ELSEY, BA 
Ankeny 
Political Communication 




ETHAN BLAINE KENNEDY, BA 
Algona 
Criminology 
**TRESSA]. KENNEDY, BA 
Chariton 
Psychology 
SUSAN M. KILBURG, BA 
Bellevue 
Psychology 
***Loru S UE KIRCHGATTER, BA 
Riceville 
Anthropology and Sociology 
*ANTHONY KOCH, BA 
Runnells 
Criminology 
***AMY K OOPMANN, BA 
Peosta 
Psychology 
#*TRISHA K OPPIT, BA 
Pilot Mound 
Family Services 
***ABBY LYNN KOUBA , BA 
Dubuque 
Psychology 
***KRJSTINE KRAMER, BA 
Steamboat Rock 
Family Services 
ANDREW W. KRUSE, BA 
Eldridge 
History 
#ANDREA J. KUCERA, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Interior Design 
KARl M. KUGLER , BA 
Waterloo 
Criminology and Sociology 
LINDSAY MARJE KUKRAL, BA 
Waverly 
Family Services 
#LINDSEY A. K UTSCH, BA 
Dubuque 
Criminology 




A**CHAD MICHAEL LANG, 
BA ED UCATION 
Le Mars 
Social Science 
A*JEREMY CHRJS LANGNER, 




# *JAMI BETH LANTZ, BA 
Waterloo 
Gerontology: Social Sciences 
AKONITRA SARESSE LARKINS, BA 
North Chicago, Illinois 
Social Work 
~DA LARSON, BA EDUCATION 
Des Plaines, Illinois 
Social Science'-' 
CHELSEY MARIE LARSON, BA 
Urbandale 
Social Work 
+DANIEL ALBERT LARSON, BA 
Des Plaines, Illinois 
English 
BRITTANY CLAIRE LATCH, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Geography: Environmental 
# *ASHLEY GRACE LECHTENBERG, BA 
Maquoketa 
Textile and Apparel 
#KRlSTIN G. LEE, BA 
Mason City 
Family Services 
A*LARRY ALLEN LEISTIKOW, BA 
Waterloo 
Political Science 
***ANDREW JAMES LEMMENES , BA 
Pella 
History 
***RENEE ELIZABETH LENSING, BA 
Fort Atkinson 
Family Services 
AARON DAMON LIBBIE , BA 
Fort Dodge 
Criminology and Sociology 
#S UZANNE M. LIDDLE, BA 
Dubuque 
Psychology 
ELIZABETH LIGHTBODY, BA 
Manchester 
Anthropology 
ERIK KENYON LILJEGREN, BA 
Le Claire 
Family Services 
***TINA RENAE LINDERBAUM, BA 
Ossian 
Family Services and Sociology 
BENJAMIN SCOTT LINDSLEY, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Geography: Environmental 
*CALVJN C. LONG, BA 
Humboldt 
Geography 
**STACEY ELIZABETH LYON, BA 
Danville, Virginia 
Political Communication 
JOEL IRVIN MAALAND , BA 
Everly 
Criminology 
# A SHLEY LEIGH M ADSEN, BA 
Alta 
Gerontology: Social Sciences 
**TIFFANY LYNN MAGEE, BA 
Waterloo 
Sociology 
•• ASHLEY LEE MAHER, BA 
Imogene 
Inter-American Studies: Social 
Sciences and Modern Languages 
Dual: Portuguese/Spanish 
#WYATT J. MANSHIP, BA 
Marshalltown 
Social Work 
*AMANDA MELISSA MARQUARD, BA 
Greene 
Family Seroices 
*MIRANDA LYNN MARRIOTT, BA 
Bettendorf 
Public Administration: General 
Administration and Political 
Science 
**ZACHARY PAUL MARSH, BA 
Castalia 
Sociology 
*RACHEL ELIZABETH MARSHALL, BA 
Gary, Indiana 
Political Science 
*TRAVIS LYNN MARVIN, BA 
Nashua 
Sociology 
ZELDA T. MATA, BA 
Dilley, Texas 
Criminology 
+***DANIELLE LYNN MATCHETT, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Psychology 
*CARRIE MAY, BA 
Jesup 
Interior Design 
KYLEY SUZANNE MAYFIELD, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Social Work 
#TYLER )AMES MCCARVILLE, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Political Science 
RYAN McCORD, BA EDUCATION 
Centerville 
History 
**NANCY MARIE McDOWELL, BA 
Sheldon 
Criminology 
***MOLLY MCGLYNN, BA 
Webster City 
Social Work 
**ANDREW MCKAY, BA 
Dubuque 
Political Science 
JOLYNN MARIE McKENZIE, BA 
Waverly 
Political Science 
*NICOLE MARIE MCKILLIP, BA 
Conrad 
Social Work 
LAURA ANN McKINLEY, BA 
Williamsburg 
Interior Design 
JENNILEE MCVEY, BA 
Eldridge 
Social Work 
)ODY RENEE MEHMEN, BA 
Aplington 
Sociology 
•• AMANDA LYNN MEYER, BA 
Whittemore 
Psychology 
*KATHERINE ELIZABETH MEYER, BA 
Le Claire 
Political Science 
CASEY MILLER, BA 
Washington 
Social Work 
***DARIN ALLEN MILLER, BA 
Camanche 
Criminology 
#ERRAN L. MILLER, BA 
Dumont 
Psychology 
#*KELLIE A. MILLER, BA 
Mason City 
Textile and Apparel 
MELANIE KAY MILLS, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Family Seroices 
*SANDRA KAY MOBERG, BA 
Sloan 
History 
)AMES LOUIS MOCHAL, BA EDUCATION 
Lake 
History 
PAMELA MOEN, BA 
Vinton 
Psychology 
#LEE MORALES, BA 
Estherville 
Social Work 
***MOLLY MARIE MOVALL, BA 
Storm Lake 
Criminology 
RACHAEL MOVICK, BA 
Lake Mills 
Criminology 
KARASUE MURPHY, BA 
Davenport 
Sociology 
**JOEL PATRICK MYERS, BA 
Iowa City 
History 
#SARA SUE-MAE NAIL, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Textile and Apparel 
*ELISSA ANN NARIGON, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
NUSHRAT NAZIA, BA 
Dhaka, Bangladesh 
Geography 
MATHEW NOBLE, BA 
Riceville 
Public Administration: General 
Administration and Political 
Science 
#KfilSY MARIE NORTON, BA 
Clarksville 
Family Seroices 




ADAM OLSEN, BA 
Iowa City 
Psychology 
#*ALYSHA ORRIS, BA 
Johnston 
Textile and Apparel 
#NEELEY MICHELLE OWENSON, BA 
Dayton 
Social Work 
*SHONDA LEIGH PARR, BA 
Iowa Falls 
Sociology 
)AMIE PARSONS, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Political Science 
CHERYL S. PATRICK, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Asian Studies 
D. TRENT PATTERSON, BA 
Winterset 
Political Science 
DAVID JOSEPH PAULSEN, BA 
Waverly 
Political Science 




CORY PECH, BA 
Fort Madison 
Criminology 
KATI M. PEIFFER, BA 
Washington 
Family Seroices 
#)ILLIAN E . PETERSEN, BA 
Reinbeck 
Interior Design 
**TREVOR GENE PETERSMA, BA 
Keosauqua 
Public Administration: Public 
Law and Political Science 
***JANET LYNN PETERSON, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Interior Design 
MEGAN ANN PETERSON, BA 
Lake Mills 
Sociology 
#MICHAEL PITTMAN, BA 
Jamaica 
Sociology 
*JOSHUA L. PLANK, BA 
Muscatine 
Sociology 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Honor Student 
Senior Thesis Title: Suppressing 
Dissent: Media Coverage of the 
Peace Movement in America 
***LAURA SUE PLATNER, BA 
Lisbon 
Sociology 
**CHRISTINE ANN POPMA, BA 
Sioux Center 
Psychology 
JOHN MICHAEL POWELL, BA 
Carroll 
Geography: Environmental 
EMILY TERESA PUEGGEL-BJORAKER, BA 
Ventura 
Family Services 
NAA KORKOI OFOLEE Q UAYE, BA 
Ndola, Zambia 
Criminology 
DOMINGO RAMOS ]R ., BA 
Jourdanton, Texas 
Family Services 
**BRUCE CHARLES RANDALL, BA 
Bettendorf 
Family Services 
MARC A.N. RANDRIANILANA, BA 
Antananarivo, Madagascar 
Geography: Environmental 
#**JUSTIN D. RATHJEN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Criminology 
MORGAN RAE LEVERETT REEVES, BA 
Marion 
Psychology 
MARIA MICHELLE REIF, BA 
Sperry 
History 
JENNIFER MARIE REINHART, BA 
Algona 
Geography 
#CHAILLE DAWN REYNOLDS, BA 
Panora 
Textile and Apparel 
***LAURA RHEIN, BA 
Urbandale 
Sociology and Spanish 
ABBE Jo RICH, BA 
Brighton 
Psychology 
#COURTNIT MICHAL RICHARDSON, BA 
Kalona 
Social Work 
***COURTNEY RENE RIDGE, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Psychology 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Honor Student 
Senior Thesis Title: Romantic 
Jealousy: Evolutionary Theory 
and Attachment Styles 
]ENNY RIEHL, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Criminology 
/\NICOLE RAE RIEKEN, BA EDUCATION 
Ankeny 
Social Science 
#ERIN RILETT, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Psychology 
] EREMY RILEY, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Criminology and Sociology 
#TRACI LYNN ROBERTS, BA 
La Porte City 
Sociology and Psychology 
#ESMERALDA RODRIGUEZ, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
Political Science 
**ALISON JAYNE ROMANO, BA 
Grinnell 
Sociology 
MARGARET EMILY ROTH-ROFFY, BA 
Bettendorf 
Psychology 
#REBECCA MARIE ROTI-IN\,J:½.US, BA 
Waterloo --- • 
Political Science 
**CASSANDRA LEIGH RULEY, BA 
Earlville 
Psychology 
ANDREW F. SADLER, BA 
Dunkerton 
History 
RAMON SANCHEZ, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
History 
JOHNNY SANCHEZ III, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
History 
#ADAM ANTHONY SAUCEDA, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
Psychology 
DALIA MITSUE SAUCEDO, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
Criminology 
*SARAH REBECCA SCHILLERSTROM, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Political Science and Public 
Administration: Public Personnel 
THERESA D ANEL HAYES SCHLEDER, BA 
Green Valley, Illinois 
Political Communication 
**AMANDA MARIE SCHMEIDEL, BA 
Waterloo 
Political Science 
A NDREW SCHMIDT, BA 
Cedar Falls 
History 
#JENNIFER R. SCHNELL, BA 
Torrance, California 
Psychology 
***JILL SCHOLTEN, BA 
Larchwood 
Psychology 




KEVIN SCHOULTE, BA 
Farmersburg 
Psychology 
ERIC DANIEL SCHUCK, BA 
U rbandale 
Criminology 
***STEVEN ROBERT SCHULTZ, BA 
Le Mars 
Geography 
Corn SCHWARTZ, BA 
Dubuque 
Family Services 
*MARIAH]. SCHWEITZER, BA 
Grandview 
Criminology and Sociology 
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**CHRISTOPHER LEE SEGER, BA 
Storm Lake 
Psychology 
#**REGINA A. SHAFER, BA 
North Buena Vista 
Social Work 
~ TTHEW SHARP, BA 
Cedar Falls 
History - -...-
KATE ERIN SHAW, BA 
Burlington, Canada 
Social Work 
/\**HEATHER SHELANGOSKI, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Family Services 
*REBECCA SHIRBROUN, BA 
Coon Rapids 
Psychology 
/\JASON ]AMES SIEMENS, BA EDUCATION 
Marshalltown 
Geography 
*ANGELA MARIE SIKKEMA, BA 
Carroll 
Psychology 
*MICHELE RAE SIMPSON, BA 
Hampton 
Family Services 
#JILLIAN A. SINNWELL, BA 
Nashua 
Sociology 
*JUDITH A NN SLAIKEU, BA 
La Porte City 
History 
THOMAS M. SLYKHUIS, BA 
Knoxville 
Criminology 
JENNIFER MARIE SMITH, BA 
Newton 
Family Services 
*VICTORIA MARIE SMITH, BA 
Osage 
Social Work 
MIRELA SOFIC, BA 
Waterloo 
Political Science and German: 
Liberal Arts 
RHONDA R. SONBERG , BA 
Charles City 
Psychology 
ERIC ALAN SORENSEN, BA 
Sioux City 
Social Work 
**MARIA]. SPALLAROSSA, BA 
Buenos Aires, Argentina 
Political Science 
KEVIN BRET STEIN, BA 
Webster City 
Psychology and Sociology 
AIMEE STEWART, BA 
Ottumwa 
Psychology 
**RAYLYNN LOIS STICK, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Psychology 
DARON STORMAN, BA 
Saint Louis, Missouri 
History 




EMILY ANNE STREMPKE, BA 
West Des Moines 
Political Science 
TIFFANY RENEE STUCKEL, BA 
Muscatine 
Social Work 
TAYLOR SULLIVAN, BA 
Dubuque 
Psychology 
SHERRY LYNN SWJSHER, BA 
Blue Grass 
Geography 
JENNIFER SUE TAEGE, BA 
Ames 
Psychology 
***KAI NOBUO TAKATSUKA, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Sociology 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Honor Student 
Senior Thesis Title: The Effects of 
Interpersonal Contact on 
Heterosexual College Students' 
Attitudes Toward Homosexuality: 
A Social Distance Study 
#KARISSA TANDE, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Criminology 
*BENJAMIN MICHAEL BRAHMANANDA 
TAPLEY, BA 
Fairfield 
Psychology and Philosophy 
J ULIE ANN TAYLOR, BA 
Garwin 
Social Work 
***MIRANDA TAYLOR, BA 
Fort Atkinson 
Psychology 




*ERIN THIELEN, BA 
Dubuque 
Criminology 
**STEPHANIE THOMA, BA 
Jesup 
Family Seroices 
/\TYLER THOMSEN, BA 
Linn Grove 
Social Work 
GREG DAVID THORSON, BA EDUCATION 
Saint Ansgar 
Social Science 
DEAN AARON TOMKINS, BA 
Waterloo 
Criminology 
#VERONICA TOVAR, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
Psychology 
+DAVID L. TREDWELL, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
History 
***CHRISTINE KAY VAN BERKUM, BA 
North English 
Political Science and Criminology 
***LAURA V ANDE BRAKE, BA 
Alton 
Psychology 
JILL RENAE VANDER LINDEN, BA 
New Sharon 
Interior Design 
SARA KAY VAN DE W EERD, BA 
Cresco 
Sociology 
/\**REBECCA SUE V ANLENGEN , BA 
Shellrock 
Psychology and Biotechnology 
**MICHAEL ALAN VAN NYHUIS, BA 
Boyden 
Sociology 
TODD JAMES VANOTTERLOO , BA 
Algona 
Criminology 
#**LAURA BETH VANWAARDHUIZEN, BA 
Waterloo 
Textile and Apparel 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Honor Student 
ZACHARY A. VOLK, BA 
Charles City 
Sociology 
***BRIDGET M. WAACK, BA 
De Witt 
Sociology and Psychology 
AMANDA LYNN WADDELL, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Psychology 
#***LEISHA ANN W ADDILOVE, BA 
Knoxville 
Psychology 
**ELIZABETH C. WAGNER, BA 
Centerville 
Political Science 
#JULIE WAGNER, BA 
Waterloo 
Psychology 
**JAMES PATRICK WALTERS , BA 
Rockwell City 
Sociology 
RANDY WARD , BA 
Mason City 
Family Seroices 
ABIGAIL S. WEIDEMANN, BA 
Dubuque 
Family Seroices 
***VIRGINIA SUSAN WEISS, BA 
Mahtowa, Minnesota 
Criminology and Psychology 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Honor Student 
Senior Thesis Title: Characteristics 
and Correlates Between College 
Students' Level of Religiosity and 
Sexual Beliefs and Behaviors 
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#MICHELLE M. WENDELL, BA 
Clinton 
Textile and Apparel 
*TINA WESSELS , BA 
Dyersville 
Interior Design 
#ROBYN WESTERVELT, BA 
Waterloo 
Psychology 
NICOLE A. WHISLER, BA 
Centerville 
Psychology 
CANDIDA RAE WIEDENHOFF , BA 
Clermont 
Psychology and Criminology 
*KESTELLE JOY WIERSMA, BA 
George 
Sociology and American Studies 
KATRINA MARY WILGENBUSCH , BA 
Winthrop 
History 
ASTOR LEE GRANT WILLIAMS, BA 
Waterloo 
Family Seroices 
***JULIE D IANE WILLIAMS, BA 
Ankeny 
Psychology and Criminology 
*KELLY A NN WILLIAMS, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Honor Student 
Senior Thesis Title: Deliberate 
Self-Harm, Trait Affect, and 
Coping Skills 
#ALICIA JOY WISEMAN , BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Textile and Apparel 
ANNE-MARIE WJTKO , BA 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
Criminology 
**MOLLY WOLF, BA 
Dubuque 
Psychology 
KRISTINA M. WOLFE , BA 
Le Claire 
Psychology 
#JILL RENAE WOLTER, BA 
Denver 
Textile and Apparel 
***JESSE SCOTT GENESIUS WOZNIAK, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Sociology and Humanities 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Honor Student 
Senior Thesis Title: Serving 
Money and Protecting from 
Democracy: How the Police are 
Used to Enforce the Decrees of 
Corporate Capitalism at the 
Expense of Basic American 
Freedoms 
*BENJAMIN WRIGHT, BA 
Cedar Falls 
History 
#TERRI RENEE WYMORE, BA 
Janesville 
Criminology 
W AN-YI YIM, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Interior Design 
JOHN "DELROY" YOUNG, BA 
Waterloo 
Sociology 
#KATHERJNE J. YOUNG-KENT , BA 
Dike 
Psychology 
# DARLA MARJE ZAHRADNIK, BA 
Swisher 
Family Services 
***BRENT LOUIS ZIRKEL, BA EDUCATION 
Keokuk - · - - - -
Geography 
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MICHAEL S. ZMOLEK, BA • 
Toledo 
Criminology 
University of Northern Iowa 
Commencement 
May 8, 2004 
UNI Dome 
College of Business Administration 
College of Education 
Division of Continuing Education and Special Programs 
PRELUDE CONCERT 
PROCESSIONAL 
Robert D. Koob, Ph.D. 
President of the University 
presiding 
Jay Edelnant Ph.D. 
Professor of Performance Study 
Commencement Marshal 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
Candidates for Degrees 
Candidates from the College of Business Administration 
Candidates from the College of Education 
Candidates from the Division of Continuing Education 
and Special Programs 
The Faculty - Led by Melissa Heston, Ph.D. 
Chair, University Faculty 
Members of the Faculty 
The Heads of the Departments 
The President's Party 
The Commencement Marshal 
The President 
Platform Guests 
Officers of the University 
The Alumni Class of 1954 
The Heritage Honours Recipients 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM 
2:00 p.m. 
RECOGNITION AND A WARD OF HONORS ....... Aaron M. Podolefsky, Ph.D. 
Vice President of Academic A.ff airs and Provost 
STUDENT ADDRESS ..... . .......... . .. .. ......... Robert P. Drewelow 
Candidate in General Studies 
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PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES 
Graduate College . ..... .... ..... . .... John W. Somervill, Ph.D. , Dean 
College of Business Administration ..... .. .. Farzad Moussavi, Ph.D. , Dean 
Master of Accounting 
Master of Arts 
Master of Business Administration 
---~-.. - - ... 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
College of Education ................ . .... Jeffrey Cornett, Ph.D. , Dean 
Doctor of Education 
Specialist in Education 
Master of Arts .in Education 
Master of Arts 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Division of Continuing Education 
and Special Programs . ... ... ... . James Bodensteiner, Ed.D., Interim Dean 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES* .. . .. ..... .... . .... .. . .. . .. President Koob 
ALUMNI INDUCTION . .. ... ....... .. .. . ................. Beth Harris 
Chair of the Alumni Association Board of Directors 
AWARDING OF HERITAGE HONOURS AWARDS .... ........ President Koob 
PRESENTATION OF SENIOR CLASS GIFT . ... .... ... .. .. .... Jennifer Miller 
CLOSING SELECTIONS 
*READING OF THE CANDIDATES NAMES . .... ...... . .. . Clark Elmer, Ed.D. 
Director of Enrollment Management and Admissions 
Beverly Kopper, Ph.D. 
Professor, Department of Psychology 
The audience is urged to refrain from cheering or applauding graduates as 
they are individually named. Your enthusiasm is understandable but may 
interfere with the rights of others to hear and will delay the program. 
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College of Business Administration 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for 
Meritorious Scholarship in Particular Areas 
ACCOUNTING 
Jennifer A. Lischer Haaland 
Perry 
BUSINESS TEACHING 
Stacy Jane Roberts 
Garwin 
ECONOMICS 
Ryan Gene Koopmans 
Ireton 
FINANCE 
Aleksander Jerzy Abram 
(Summer 2004) 
Gdansk, Poland 
MANAGEMENT: BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Jared Andrew Yepsen 
(Fall 2003) 
Jefferson 
MANAGEMENT: INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Matthew John Jaeger 
Dubuque 
MARKETING 
Carissa Sue Gappa 
Cylinder 
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College of Education 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Qe_gr~e Candidates J.or 
Meritorious Scholarship in Particular Areas 
A1HLETIC TRAINING 
Patricia Elena Javellana 
Cedar Falls 
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 




Jessica Renae Beck 
(Fall 2003) 
Roland 
HEAL1H PROMOTION AND EDUCATION 
Amy Marie Reinhold 
(Fall 2003) 
Knoxville, Tennessee 
LEISURE, YOU1H AND HUMAN SERVICES 
Kari L. Swenson 
Story City 
MIDDLE LEVEL EDUCATION 




Jered James Birt 
Urbana 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
Valery Jerae Ahrens 
(Fall 2003) 
Manning 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for 
Conspicuous Achievement in Particular Areas 
A1HLETICS -Football 
Ben Dallas Deike 
Marshalltown 
A1HLETICS -Volleyball 





Continuing Education and Special 
Programs 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Students for 
Meritorious Scholarship in Particular Areas 
GENERAL STUDIES 
Robert Paul Drewelow 
Cedar Falls 
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College of Business Administration 
Graduate Candidates 
#SCOTT DAVID ALLEN 
Waverly 
MBA; Business Administration 
TITO MARTIN ARAGON 
Mexico City, Mexico 
MAcc; Accounting 
ADAM GALEN BEHRENDS 
Marshalltown 
MAcc; Accounting 
ALLISON F. BLOCKER 
Traer 
MAcc; Accounting 
#DAVID JAMES BOEGE 
Cedar Falls 
MBA; Business Administration 
ALISON ANN BORMANN 
Whittemore 
MAcc; Accounting 
KAIBRYN MARLEE CUMMINGS 
Mediapolis 
MAcc; Accounting 
DANIEL EARLE DICKINSON 
Cedar Rapids 
MAcc; Accounting 
KRISTIN LYNNETTE ELSBERND 
Calmar 
MAcc; Accounting 
#SCOTT KEI'fH f ARLOW 
Fowler, Illinois 
MBA; Business Administration 
#JENNIFER DAWN GIESLER 
Cedar Falls 
MBA; Business Administration 
JENNIFER ANN H AALAND 
Perry 
MAcc; Accounting 




#***ALEKSANDER JERZY ABRAM, BA 
Gdansk, Poland 
Finance and Political Science 
Notes: 
#Summer 2004 degr.e~ q~ndidate "' 
/\fall 2004 degree candidate 
PA TRICIA KAY H EILSKOV 
Hampton 
MAcc; Accounting 
RYAN MATTHEW HOSCH 
Cascade 
MAcc; Accounting 
#KELLY JEAN KREITER 
Davenport 
MBA; Business Administration 
#SEOW MAIN PETER LIEW 
Discovery Bay, Hong Kong 
MBA; Business Administration 
#ARTEM VALER!EVICH MAMYAN 
Moscow, Russia 
MBA; Business Administration 
MICHELLE J. MCCULLA 
Pella 
MAcc; Accounting 
BRAD JOSEPH MICHELS 
Bellevue 
MAcc; Accounting 
#BENJAMIN GALLOWAY PAGEL 
Sumner 
MBA; Business Administration 
THEODORE J. PIENKOS 
Central City 
MAcc; Accounting 
MEGAN Jo PLECKER 
Washington 
MAcc; Accounting 
/\MICHELLE KAY POWER 
Janesville 
MBA; Business Administration 
#RASHAD AHMAN SANFORD 
Matteson, Illinois 
MBA; Business Administration 
Undergraduate Candidates 
Notes: 
#Summer 2004 degree candidate 
/\fall 2004 degree candidate 
+Fall 2003 graduate 
***Summa Cum Laude 3.75 or higher 
**Magna Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.75 
*Cum Laude 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 




RYAN W. ADAMS, BA 
Washington 
Management Iriformation Systems 
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#NORMAN TODD SINCLAIR 
Waterloo 
MBA; Business Administration 
#JOHN E. STREICHER 
Hanover, Illinois 
MBA; Business Administration 
OLGA YEVGENYEVNA STUBER 
Nakhodka, Russia 
MAcc; Accounting 
#DIXON D. STUELKE 
West Branch 
MBA; Business Administration 
#TIMOIBY DOUGLAS TRUMBULL 
Mount Pleasant, South Carolina 
MBA; Business Administration 
KA THERINE R. ULSTAD 
Dubuque 
MAcc; Accounting 




Dadong, Shenyang, People's 
Republic of China 
Mace; Accounting 
WILLIAM JOSEPH WILCOX 
Boone 
MAcc; Accounting 
D. BRADFORD WILLIAMS II 
New Harbor, Maine 
MBA; Business Administration 
***SUSAN LUANN ADRIAN, BA 
Richland 
Finance 
#ElTYEB M. AHMED, BA 
Port Sudan, Sudan 
Marketing: General 
**BRENTON JOHN ALLEN, BA 
Perry 
Management Information Systems 




JAMES THOMAS ANDERSON, BA 
Grinnell 
Accounting 
SCOTT LYLE ANDERSON, BA 
Atkins 
Marketing: Management 
*KARL HENRY ARENSDORF, BA 
Zwingle 
Accounting 
MICHELLE ARF, BA 
Davenport 
Marketing: Management 








**LISA MARIE BACKSTROM, BA 
Mallard 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
*PETE BADDING, BA 
Carroll 
Management Information Systems 
JOSHUA JAY BALLENGER, BA 
Pella 
Finance 
*DAVID JAMES BALLHEIM, BA 
Waterloo 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
#JOSHUA STEWART BARD, BA 
Eagle Grove 
Accounting 




MICHAEL B. BARR, BA 
N ew Liberty 
Management Information Systems 
CHRISTINE NICOLE BARRETTE, BA 
Clinton 
Management: Human Resource 
MARK BARTA, BA 
Urbandale 
Accounting 
**CURTIS J. BAUGHMAN, BA 
Marshalltown 
Management Information Systems 
D ANIELLE JOHANA BECK, BA 
Huxley 
Marketing: General 




Senior Thesis Title: The Mutual 
Fund Scandal: A Day Trading 
Simulation 
***JULIA BECKEY, BA 
Muscatine 
Marketing: General and 
Accounting 
***ANDREW JOSIAH BEHRENS, BA 
Carroll 
Finance and Economics: 
Quantitative Techniques 
JUSTIN EDWARD BERRY, BA 
Forest City 
Finance and Economics: Business 
Analysis 




JEREMY PHILLIP BETTS, BA 
Clarksville 
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations 
*JOSHUA ANDREW BEY, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Economics: General 








#ANANDIUZA A. BIKOKO, BA 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 
Marketing: General 




**ALLISON F. BLOCKER, BA 
Traer 
Accounting 




KRISTIN ]. BLUM, BA 
Waterloo 
Management: Human Resource 
Ross KYLE BODENSTEINER, BA 
Lawler 
Finance , 




Senior Thesis Title: Sox in the 
Boardroom 
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MICHAEL JOSEPH B OLICK, BA 
Waterloo 
Marketing: Management 
*DAN WILLIAM BOYCE, BA 
Clinton 
Accounting 
***THADDEUS BRANDT, BA 
Perry 
Management Information Systems 
BRETT BRAY, BA 
Monticello 
Marketing.· Sales and Advertising 
CHRISTOPHER G. BREIDENBACH, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Marketing: Management and 
Economics: Business Analysis 
*SCOTT M. BREITBACH, BA 
N ew Hampton 
Management: Business 
Administration and Biotechnology 
TIMOTHY BRENDEN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Marketing: General 
ERICA BRICKER, BA 
N ewton 
Finance 
KRISTIN BRUNT, BA 
Bettendorf 
Management Information Systems 
JOSEPH VINCENT BRYANT, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Finance and Real Estate 
JAY B UCHHEIT, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Marketing: General 
#BRANDON B UCKNER, BA 
North English 
Management Information Systems 
**RYAN ]. B ULLERMAN, BA 
Calmar 
Finance and Real Estate and 
Accounting 
KEVIN SCOTT BUMGARNER, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
**MAGGIE LYNNE B URGER, BA 
Worthington 
Finance 
*ADAM B URKE, BA 
Cresco 
Management: Human Resource 
#ALICIA MARIE B URKE, BA 
Waukon 
Accounting 
JENNIFER MARIE BURKLE, BA 
Ryan 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
JEREMY ALAN B URMEISTER, BA 
Mount Ay r 
Management: Business 
Administration 
JOAN E. B URT, BA 
Waterloo 
Accounting 
***]ERITT MICHAEL B USHAW, BA 
Edgewood 
Finance 
TIMOTHY JOSEPH BUTLER, BA 
Waterloo 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
MARC JOSEPH CAHALAN, BA 
Mason City 
Marketing: General 
*NATHAN CARLSON, BA 
Canby, Minnesota 
Management Information Systems 
*GAREN G. CARPENTER, BA 
Janesville 
Finance 
BRYAN MIKEAL CARR, BA 
Altoona 
Marketing: Management 
**SARA CARSON, BA 
Mount Pleasant 
Management: Human Resource 








ERICA A NN CHRISTENSEN, BA 
Bondurant 
Management: Human Resource 
J ESSICA LYNN CHRISTENSEN, BA 
Bondurant 
Finance and Accounting 
MELISSA A. CHRYSTAL, BA 
Sac City 
Finance 












***MARSHA MARGARET CLOOS, BA 
Springbrook 
Finance and Real Estate 
ERIN COGHLAN , BA 
Cherokee 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
JENNEY DIANE COLLINGS, BA 
Nevada 
Marketing: General 




**DEREK PAUL COOK, BA 
Urbandale 
Marketing: General 
CONSUELA MICHELLE COOPER, BA 
Waterloo 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
***JASON B. COPE, BA 
Norfolk, Nebraska 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
MATTHEW COPP, BA -- - . - _ _ • 
Hawkeye 
Economics: Community Economic 
Development 
P HILIP R. CRAFT, BA 
Logan 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
/\CRAIG LEWIS CROSSLAND, BA 
Fairfield 
Real Estate 
JANET ELIZABETH CUTSFORTH, BA 
Waterloo 
Management: Human Resource 
" DEREK Ross DARBY, BA 
Jesup 
Management Information Systems 
*D USTY ]AMES DAUFELDT, BA 
Tipton 
Management Information Systems 
NICHOLAS DAVENPORT, BA 
Ida Grove 
Management: Human Resource 




*AARON MATTHEW D E J ONG, BA 
Newton 
Economics: Community Economic 
Development 
***ABBY M. DEMMER, BA 
Farley 
Accounting 




**DANIEL EARLE DICKINSON., BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Accounting 
CHRJSTOPHER B . DIECKMAN, BA 
Waverly 
Finance 
JASON DIEDRICH, BA 
Scales Mound, Illinois 
Management: Business 
Administration 
CASEY LOUIS D IETZ, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Management Information Systems 
NICHOLAS DAVID DIGHTON, BA 
Davenport 
Management Information Systems 
STEPHANIE RUTH DINGEL, BA 
Rockford 
Finance and Real Estate 
M YA D INUSSON, BA 
Whittemore 
Management Information Systems 
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**ROCHELLE MARIE DOTZENROD, BA 
Calmar 
Real Estate and Finance 




#SHAWN Mit:HAEL DRISCOLL, BA 
Cedar Rapids- -.. 
Management Information Systems 




*KATHRYN ]AMI EASLEY, BA 
Mason City 
Finance 
J OHN EGGERS, BA 
Webster City 
Economics: General 




RY AN EIDAHL, BA 
Spencer 
Accounting 








A*NJCOLE LANAE ELSCOTT, BA 
Sully 
Management: Human Resource 
SUSAN ELSON, BA 
Waterloo 
Accounting 
MICHAELA E NGELMANN, BA 
Spencer 
Accounting 
B OBBI A NNETTE E NGLEMAN, BA 
Mason City 
Marketing: General 








A DAM ] AMES ETHEREDGE, BA 
Dubuque 
Finance 




BRET FEDDERN, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Management Information Systems 
/\NICHOLAS J. FELDER, BA 
Oelwein 
Marketing: General 
*JEFFREY Scorr FELDMANN, BA 
Manchester 
Management Information Systems 
TRAVIS JOHN FELL, BA 
Holstein 
Accounting 




Senior Thesis Title: Rules-Based 
vs. Principles-Based Accounting 
Standards: Analyzing the Impact 
of Amending APB No. 18 to a 
Principles-Based Standard 
#**SAM FERRISE III , BA 
Muscatine 
Management Information Systems 
***JONATHAN BROCK FIALA, BA 
Johnston 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
#JARID RICHARD FIELDS, BA 
Andover, Minnesota 
Accounting 
#**BROOKE FINK, BA 
Randalia 
Accounting 
CHRISTOPHER ROBERT FISHER, BA 
Toddville 
Finance and Real Estate 
HALLEY MARIE FISHER, BA 
Waterloo 
Accounting 








*NICOLE LEE FREDERES, BA 
Remsen 
Accounting 




MARIO FRLETA, BA 
Split,Croatia 
Economics: Business Analysis 








WILLIAM MATTHEW GAMBLE, BA 
Vermillion, South Dakota 
Finance and Real Estate 
***CARISSA SUE GAPPA, BA 
Cylinder 
Marketing: Management 
*BENJAMIN D ENDY HANNuM GARREH, BA 
Waukon 
Finance and Real Estate 
*JOSEPH DALE GASSMAN, BA 
Manchester 
Accounting 




***BRANDIE GLASNAPP , BA 
Lytton 
Economics: Business Analysis 
AARON GOODRICH, BA 
Frederika 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
KIMBERLY GRAHAM, BA 
Dakota Dunes, South Dakota 
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations 








#ROBERT GRONEWOLD , BA 
Donahue 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
**ANDREA R. GROTEGUT, BA 
Waukon 
Marketing: General 
NATHAN JAE GRUBER, BA 
Shenandoah 
Economics: Business Analysis and 
Finance 
MICHELLE R. GRUIS, BA 
Sheldon 
Finance and Accounting 
***JENNIFER HAALAND, BA 
Perry 
Accounting 
#MICHAEL DOUGLAS HAGEDORN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations 
TANYA]. HANCOCK, BA 
Dubuque 
Accounting 
#JENNIFER L. HANNAH, BA 
Hampton 
Management Information Systems 




*JONATHAN R. HARBAUGH, BA 
Waterloo 
Management Information Systems 
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HAYLEY J. HARMAN, BA 
Washington 
Accounting and Finance 




RYAN LEE HARRIS, BA 
Marshalltown 
Marketing: Management 
#JAMAAL HARRISON, BA 
Manly 
Finance 
**LUKE ALAN HARTKE, BA 
Grundy Center 
Finance and Real Estate 
RYAN J OSEPH HARTMAN, BA 
Dubuque 
Accounting 




***HEATHER LYNN HARTWIG, BA 
Bennett 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
BRIAN WILLIAM HASELHOFF, BA 
Quimby 
Accounting 
*SARA J EAN HAWKER, BA 
Manchester 
Management: Human Resource 
JESSE RAY HEMANN, BA 
Osage 
Finance and Real Estate 




*GRANT ROBERT HERINK, BA 
Gladbrook 
Marketing: Management 
**CHRISTOPHER GLEN HIGDON, BA 
Jesup 
Management Information Systems 
#MICHAEL S. HIRONS, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
KATIE HOBART, BA 
Adel 
Marketing: Management 
**SHAUN A. HOGLE, BA 
Clarion 
Finance 




*JASON THOMAS HOSCH, BA 
Evansdale 
Finance 
ANTHONY D. HOWARD, BA 
Iowa Falls 
Finance 
KRlS HOWELL, BA 
Dysart 
Management Information Systems 
#SHELLY ANN HUFF, BA 
Marshalltown 
Accounting 
WESTON D. HUFF, BA 
Cantril 
Management Information Systems 
*ROBBY J. H UFFMAN, BA 
Stacyville 
Management Information Systems 
**KRISTA MARJE HUNEMULLER , BA 
Cedar Falls 
Finance 
*BRANDY MARlE H UNOLD, BA 
West Point 
Accounting 
**JASON P. HUTCHESON, BA 
Morning Sun 
Finance and Real Estate 




#OIBEK IBRAGIMOV, BA 
Samarkand, Uzbekistan 
Management Information Systems 
Arns IMAMOVIC , BA 
Waterloo 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
# AKlKO I NABA, BA 
Itabashi-Ku, Japan 
Accounting 
*BILLJE Jo IRWIN, BA 
Marcus 
Management: Human Resource 
JOHN I VERSON, BA 
Sheldon 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 




*COREY ALLAN JACOBSON, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Management: Human Resource 
***MATTHEW JAEGER, BA 
Dubuque 
Management Information Systems 
Presidential Scholar 
Senior Thesis Title: Information 
Security: The Proper Business 
Selection of a Secure Information 
System/ Policy 
SARAH M. J AMERSON, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Accounting 
B LAKE ADAN! JEFFREY, BA 
Correctionville 
Accounting 
#AMANDA MARlE JENSEN, BA 
Iowa City 
Economics: Business Analysis 
#OSMAN AHMED ]IGRE , BA 
Sioux City 
Management Information Systems 
***JESSICA 1. JOBE, BA 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
Marketing: General and Textile 
and Apparel 
BRETT J OBGEN, BA 
Manson 
Accounting - . , ---
*JAY ANDREW J OHNSON, BA 
Urbandale 
Accounting 
JEREMIAH J. JOHNSON, BA 
Bancroft 
Marketing: General 
N ANCY ]ONES, BA 
Independence 
Management Information Systems 




SARA SADIE JUNGE , BA 
Keystone 
Management: Human Resource 
ALLISON R. KAIMAN , BA 
Indian Trail, North Carolina 
Management: Business 
Administration 
KEVIN PATRlCK KANN, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 




Senior Thesis Title: Sarbanes-
Oxley: A Compliance Case Study 
RICHARD SCOTT KEITEL, BA 
Maquoketa 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
JOHN KELLENBERGER, BA 
Algona 
Finance 
**DIANE PAMELA KENT, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
#*LYNNETTE H . KEUNE, BA 
Decorah 
Accounting 




CHRlSTINA KIENTZ, BA 
Brighton 
Finance 
*MELISSA A. KIES, BA 
Marion 
Accounting and Spanish 
ANDREW KIMM, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Management Information Systems 





SHANE ROBERT KLEI N, BA 
Gilbertville 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 




ERIN S USANNE KLINE, BA 
Afton , 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
TRICIA KLINE , BA 
Winterset 
Finance and Accounting 
***JOSEPH RICHARD KLODT, BA 
Ottumwa 
Management Information Systems 
***JOSEPH KOENIGS , BA 
Meyer 
Finance and Real Estate 
KELLY KOENIGS, BA 
Saint Ansgar 
Management: Human Resource 
S COTT M. K OHNERT, BA 
Newhall 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
***RYAN GENE KOOPMANS, BA 
Ireton 
Economics: Business Analysis 




LYNDSEY ELIZABETH Kos , BA 
Waterloo 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
#LORA 1. KOSMAN, BA 
Blakesburg 
Finance and Real Estate 
**ANDREA A. KRIEG, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
***STEPHANIE KROEZE, BA 
Sheldon 
Finance 
BRIAN ALLEN KROHN, BA 
Avoca 
Management Information Systems 
J ENNIFER LYNN KRONLAGE , BA 
Epworth 
Accounting 
J ORDAN KRUEGER, BA 
Des Moines 
Management Information Systems 
MARK ALLEN KRUG, BA 
La P01te City 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
DANA MARlE KRUSE , BA 
Salem 
Marketing: Retailing 
SARAH J. KRUSE, BA 
Manson 
Finance 
*KYLE K UBOUSHEK, BA 
Dyersville 
Finance 
BENJAMIN JOHN K UHL, BA 
Bellevue 
Management Information Systems 




MICHAEL KUPER, BA 
Algona 
Marketing: _General 
SEAN MICHAEL LACOSTE, BA 
Waterloo 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
J ACOB LANDAS, BA 
Marshalltown 
Real Estate 




BRANDON CHARLES LARSON, BA 
Bettendorf 
Management Information Systems 
# KERI K. LARSON, BA 
Waterloo 
Accounting 
* AMANDA JEAN LA VER, BA 
Council Bluffs 
Marketing: General 
*STACI LYNN LAWLER, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Finance 
ABBY L. LEHMANN, BA 
Peosta 
Finance and Real Estate 
#JAMIE LYNN LEMKE, BA 
Decorah 
Accounting 
JUSTIN KENNETH LEONARD , BA 
Elkport 
Finance 
DUSTIN SEAN LIES, BA 
Waterloo 
Economics: General 
#NICHOLAS T. LOFGREN, BA 
Davenport 
Accounting 
#JOEY LEE LOFTSGARD , BA 
Clermont 
Marketing: General 
DYLAN LONG, BA 
Creston 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
ANDREW JAMES LUDEKING, BA 
Ridgeway 
Finance 




LONNIE L. L YNGAAS, BA 
Postville 
Marketing: General 
EMILY L. MACHIN, BA 
Riceville 
Finance 
JENNIFER LYNN MADDY, BA 
Albia 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 




* APRIL LYNN MANWARREN, BA 
Emmetsburg 
Accounting 
HARRY WILLIAM MARCLEY III , BA 
West Des Moines 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 












Sm MARTINEZ, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
Management: Business 
Administration 
BEAUJAMES MATHIASON, BA 
Kalispell , Montana 
Management: Business 
Administration 








B ENJAMIN McCARTHY, BA 
Cascade 
Finance 
ROBERT McCLURE, BA 
Mount Pleasant 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
#**MEGAN MARIE M c DERMOTT, BA 
Epworth 
Accounting 
*GREG McDONNELL, BA 
Humboldt 
Marketing: Management 
CHANTELLE SUZANNE M c FADDEN, BA 
Des Moines 
Finance 
#ELIZABETH M CKENNA, BA 
Elma 
Accounting 
HOLLIE LYNN McLAREN, BA 
Hazleton 
Management: Human Resource 





**KACIE RENAE M ENNING, BA 
Hampton 
Finance and Real Estate 




#KRISTINE MERTEN, BA 
Bettendorf 
Marketing: General 




#NATHAN METTILLE, BA 
Dubuque 
Management Information Systems 
*MICHELLE MEYER, BA 
New Hampton 
Accounting 
# MICHELLE SARAH MEYER, BA 
Marshalltown 
Management: Human Resource 
**SARA MEYER, BA 
Clive 
Accounting 
#BRIAN J. MICHAELSEN, BA 
Monticello 
Finance and Real Estate 
*BRAD JOSEPH MICHELS, BA 
Bellevue 
Accounting 
JOSHUA TYLER MIELL, BA 
Gladbrook 
Accounting 
*TRACY MIKA, BA 
Walford 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
BEVERLY MILLER, BA 
Washburn 
Accounting 
**CLINTON DENNIS MILLER, BA 
Strawberry Point 
Finance and Real Estate 
**JENNIFER MILLER, BA 
Mason City 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
#KEVIN C URTIS MILLER, BA 
Cascade 
Accounting 
**MEAGAN S. MILLER, BA 
Greene 
Accounting and Marketing: 
General 




J ULIE MORRIS, BA 
Adel 
Finance 
JAMIE LYNN MORROW, BA 
Deep River 
Finance and Real Estate 
AMANDA MEGAN M UELLER, BA 
Mason City 
Marketing: General 
Scorr MUELLER, BA 
Bellevue 
Finance 








D ANIEL J. MULFORD, BA 
Charles City 
Real Estate and Finance 
BRIAN MUMM, BA EDUCATION 
Burlington 
Business: Teaching 
#CHRISTOPHER A NDREW M URRAY, BA 
La Porte City 
Marketing: General 
*LANCE NAEVE, BA 
Runnells 
Management Information Systems 
#LAUREN K ELLY NAGLE, BA 
Davenport 
Marketing: Management 
#NATALIE LYNN NELLOR, BA 
Mount Pleasant 
Marketing: Management 
**JENNIFER JILL NELSON, BA 
Waterloo 
Accounting 
J ENNET I. NgPPER, BA 
Ida Grove 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
#MELISSA NESBIT, B A 
Grinnell 
Accounting 
#PETER P HILLIP N IEUWKOOP, BA 
Sioux City 
Real Estate and Finance 
REBECCA M. NOLTE, BA 
Waterloo 
Management Information Systems 




PATRICK MICHAEL OAKES, BA 
Davenport 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
**MATTHEW MICHAEL O 'BRIEN, BA 
Waterloo 
Management Information Systems 
*Eru OSBORNE, BA 
Galt 
Finance 




SARA P ANOS, BA 
Protivin 
Marketing.· Management 
#CHARLES R. P ARKER, BA 
Storm Lake 
Management Information Systems 
/\RAFAEL PARKER, BA 
Waterloo 
Marketing.· Sales and Advertising 




* ANDREA P ARMERTER, BA 
Coralville 
Marketing: General 
# **KATHRYN PARMERTER, BA 
Coralville 
Marketing.· General 
#NATHANIEL C. PARRISH, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Economics: Business Analysis 












B ENJAMIN PHILLIPS, BA 
Storm Lake 
Marketing: Management 
***THEODORE). PIENKOS, BA 
Central City 
Accounting 




**MICHAEL ALAN P ITLICK, BA 
Oxford 
Marketing: General 








**MEGAN J o PLECKER, BA 
Washington 
Accounting 
*NICHOLAS A DAM PLECKER, B A 
Ainswo1th 
Accounting 
ADAM P OLASHEK, BA 
Protivin 
Management Information Systems 
E NRIQUETIA TERESA P ONCE, BA 




*N ICOLE L. P ORTER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Marketing: General 
*ALANNA A NN P OTIER, BA 
Ottumwa 
• Management Information Systems 
"-m-1 Spanish 
K RJSTIN P OTfER, BA 
Treynor -
Finance and Real Estate 
#MARK A. P OUNDS, BA 
Hiawatha 
Finance 
K ORY M ICHAEL PRENDERGAST, BA 
Des Moines 
Management Information Systems 
**AARON J OSEPH PRYOR, BA 
Woodbine 
Finance and Economics: Business 
Analysis 
A NTONIO E UGENE Q UINN , BA 
Des Moines 
Real Estate 








C OLIN LEE RAMSEY, BA 
Des Moines 
Finance 
B RYAN MICHAEL RANDALL, BA 
West Des Moines 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
LlSA K. RASMUSSEN, B A 
Wesley 
Marketing: Management 
T IMOTHY A. RATCHFORD, BA 
Elk Run Heights 
Management Information Systems 




KATIE REDING, BA 
Algona 
Accounting 
G EORGE ALLEN REGENNITTER, B A 
Cedar Rapids 
Marketing: General 
B RIAN REICHERTS, BA 
New Hampton 
Management Information Systems 
# P ATRICK RETH , BA 
Eldridge 
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations 
ROBERT LEE REYNOLDS, BA 
Sheboygan , Wisconsin 
Management: Business 
Administration 




*JENNIFER RrESBERG, BA 
Carroll 
Accounting 
*JEFFREY CHARLES ROBERT, BA 
Davenport 
Accounting 
***STACY JANE ROBERTS, BA EDUCATION 
Garwin 
Business: Teaching 
ADAM J. ROHRET, BA 
Johnston 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
***SANDRA MAE ROLWES, BA 
Farley 
Accounting 




JAMES ROTHMEYER, BA 
Ossian 
Finance and Real Estate 




NICOLE ALISON ROUTH, BA 
Hampton 
Management: Human Resource 
**JENNIFER ANN RUDD, BA 
Logan 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
HEATH MICHAEL RUDE, BA 
Ankeny 
Accounting 
DAVID J. RUMELHART, BA 
Des Moines 
Finance 
MATTHEW RUPIPER, BA 
Carroll 
Management Information Systems 
#JANEL JOYCE RUZICKA, BA 
La Porte City 
Accounting 




VICTOR H. SALDANA, BA 
San Diego, California 
Economics: General 
*JESSICA LYNN SALVATORE, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Accounting 
#**NICHOLAS DEYO SCHERER, BA 
Johnston 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
DEREK SCHIMMER, BA 
Danbury 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
**AMANDA SCHMIDT, BA 
Sioux City 
Accounting 
SARA E. SCHMIDT, BA 
Hudson 
Marketing: Management 
STEVEN J. SCHMITT JR. , BA 
Waterloo 
Accounting 
NATHAN A. SCHMITZ, BA 
Harlan 
Accounting 
SARAH SCHRADER, BA 
Charlotte 
Management: Human Resource 
CARRIE ANN SCHRECK, BA 
Dike 
Accounting 
KYLE LANDON SCHROEDER, BA 
Hampton 
Marketing: Management 
#*JODEE l'vlARIE SCHULZ, BA 
Hudson 
Accounting 
***LUCAS SCHWICKERATH, BA 
New Hampton 
Finance and Economics: Business 
Analysis, and Real Estate 
#* AARON SEGAR, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Accounting 
JESSE R. SEVERSON, BA 
Orion, Illinois 
Accounting 
#***WILLIAM L. SHARPE, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Management Information Systems 
*JACKl ANN SHEA, BA 
Primghar 
Accounting 




#*ADAM MATTHEW SHORT, BA 
Goldfield 
Finance and Real Estate 




**NICHOLAS B. SLY, BA 
West Des Moines 
Economics: Quantitative 
Techniques and Mathematics: 
Applied 
KEVIN J. SMALL, BA 
Fairfield 
Accounting 
ZENAIDA SMITH, BA 
Reinbeck 
Management Information Systems 
JESSICA SNAKENBERG, BA 
Keswick 
Finance and Real Estate 










KATHLEEN ELIZABETH SQUIER, BA 
Manly 
Economics: Business Analysis 
#**TINA STAGGEMEIER, BA 
New Albin 
Management: Human Resource 




NICHOLAS J. STEINBECK, BA 
Waterloo 
Management Information Systems 
MELISSA ANN STEVENS, BA 
Dyersville 
Accounting 
MEGAN JOY STEWART, BA 
Algona 
Real Estate and Finance 
***SARAH ANNE STICKFORT, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
*MICHELLE MARIE STOFFEL, BA 
Dubuque 
Management Information Systems 












*ZACHARY MAx STRUBE, BA 
Emmetsburg 
Finance 
JASON ALAN SWAGGARD, BA 
Davenport 
Management Information Systems 
#*CURTIS BRADFORD SWAIN, BA 
Waukee 
Accounting 








PAUL CHANDLER TAPSCOTT, BA 
Bettendorf 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
ANGELA TAYLOR, BA 
Waukee 
Accounting 
#BRANDON TAYLOR, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 








+*RICK ALAN THOMPSON, BA 
Harlan 
Accounting 
# SAMANTHA]. THOMPSON, BA 
Hillsboro, Oregon 
Accounting 
C ARLY THOMSEN, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Finance 
#KEVIN TIEDT, BA 
Waterloo 
Management Information Systems 




J ASON THEODORE TI NGELHOFF, BA 
Sergeant Bluff 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 








#PETER J OHN T UCKER, BA 
Dubuque 
Management Information Systems 
*JASON MICHAEL T UEL, BA 
Worthington 
Finance 
#JOHN WILLIAM UELTSCHY , BA 
Fort Dodge 
Finance 
**KATHERINE R. ULSTAD, BA 
Dubuque 
Accounting 
*RYAN V AN SLOTEN, BA 
Doon 
Finance and Real Estate 
**LINDSAY VARCOE , BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Finance 




#**BROOKE ELIZABETH VENH ORST, BA 
Bettendorf 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
#ASHLEY VIETOR , BA 
Independence 
Finance 
DALLAS VIT, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Management Information Systems 
KATHERINE VITKO, BA 
Saint Paul, Minnesota 
Finance 
J USTIN J. VOMACKA, BA 
Middle Amana 
Finance 




MARC NICHOLAS WAGNER, BA 
Dubuque 
Real Estate 




#MICHAEL GAVIN WALTERS, BA 
Grayslake , Illinois 
Management: Business 
Administration 




N ICHOLAS D ANIEL WATERS, BA 
Clinton 
Accounting 
JENNIFER MARIE WEBER , BA 
Clive 
Accounting 
NICOLE MARIE WEBER, BA 
Jesup 
Accounting 




ANDREW R OBERT WESTCOTT, BA 
Chicago, Illinois 
Finance 








SARA A NN WHITE, BA 
Carroll 
Finance and Real Estate 




*MATTHEW WIDEN, BA 
Saint Ansgar 
Finance 




**WILLIAM J OSEPH WILCOX, BA 
Boone 
Accounting 
#**J AIME SCOTT WILLIAMS, BA 
Ottumwa 
Economics: Business Analysis 
**ADAM COALTER WINTERHOF, BA 
Walnut 
Marketing.- General 
CATHERINE ROSE WOERDEHOFF , BA 
Dubuque 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
JARED R OBERT WOLFORD, BA 
Muscatine 
Economics: Business Analysis 
*TONYA]. WYBORNY, BA 
Mason City 
Management: Human Resource 




WILLIAM G. ZENK, BA 
Vinton 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
** ANN MARIE ZIMMER, BA 
Dubuque 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
JUSTIN ZIMMERMAN, BA 
Renwick 
Accounting 




College of Education 
Graduate Candidates 
Notes: 
#Summer 2004 degree candidate 
AFall 2004 degree candidate 
+Fall 2003 graduate 
Doctor of Education 
LOUISE E. ESVELD 
Pella 
+JOSEPH KWESI OGAH 
Cape Coast, Ghana 
Doctor of Education; Education: Administration 
Dissertation Chair: David K. Else, PhD 
Dissertation: A Case Study of Senior Students' 
Perceptions of Factors that Shape Aspirations in One 
Low Income Rural Iowa High School 
#J AMES A NDREW HAUSCHILDT 
Waverly 
Doctor of Education: Curriculum and Instruction 
Dissertation Chair: Sue. A Joslyn, PhD 
Dissertation: Predicting Ghanaian Pre-service 
Teachers ' Intentions to Teach High-Risk Sexual 
Behavior Prevention from Teaching Efficacy and 
Prevention Approach 
Doctor of Education: Curriculum and Instruction 
Dissertation Chair: Lynn E. Nielsen , PhD 
Dissertation: Application of Case Study Methodology 
in the Context of Undergraduate Critical Care Nursing 
Education 
KEELY J OY BEAM 
Waterloo 




ANGELA RENEE FRY 
Spirit Lake 
Specialist in Education; School 
Psychology 
Thesis: The Relationship Between 
Giftedness and Resiliency Among 
Head Start Children 
SARAH SUE GALLOWAY 
Iowa City 
Specialist in Education; School 
Psychology 
Thesis: School Climate, Culture , 
and Educators' Beliefs and 
Practices in Motivation: An 
Exploratory Study 
MARC A NDREW GROEN 
Waverly 
Specialist in Education; School 
Psychology 
Thesis: Achievement Goal 
Theo1y: A Prelimina1y Study 
Examining Educators ' 
Motivational Be liefs :me! Practices 
MELI SSA A NN ADAMS 
Postville 
MAE; Curriculum and 
Instruction: Literacy Education 
Specialist in Education 
PA TRESA A NN HARTMAN 
Des Moines 
Specialist in Education; School 
Psychology 
Thesis: Early Literacy and Making 
Sense in an Inclusive Preschool 
Classroom 
SARAH CARROLL JONES 
Dyersville 
Specialist in Education; School 
Psychology 
Thesis: Childhood Depression 
and Resiliency: An Evaluation of 
the Devereux Early Childhood 
Program 
KRISTI NA ANNE LORENZEN 
Buckingham 
Specialist in Education; School 
Psychology 
Thesis: An Analysis of Progress 
Toward Safe and Drug-Free 
Schools 
LISA LYNN LUDWIG 
Saint Charles, Minnesota 
Specialist in Education; School 
Psychology 
Thesis: The Influence of Spelling 
Strategy Use on Student 
Achievement and Attributions 
Masters Candidates 
JA N L. B AKER 
Webster City 
MAE; Curriculum and 
Inst1uction: Literacy Education 
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C ATHERJNE TINSLEY McLALLEN 
Clinton 
Specialist in Education; School 
Psychology 
Thesis: Relational Aggression in 
Sixth Grade Girls 
NATALIE JEAN MUTH 
Ankeny 
Specialist in Education; School 
Psychology 
Thesis: Identifying School-Aged 
Children At-Risk to Develop an 
Eating Disorder 
KATHLEEN MARJ E TWOHIG 
Sioux City 
Specialist in Education; School 
Psychology 
Thesis: The Relationship Between 
Social Skills and Resiliency 
Among Preschool Children 
JOHN DANIEL WARRINGTON 
Lisle, Illinois 
Specialist in Education; School 
Psychology 
Thesis: A Case Study of a Child 
Presenting Reading/Writing and 
Behavioral Difficulties 
JAMES WYMAN GEORGE B ARNES 
Dubuque 
MAE; Post Secondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
Thesis: Effective Advising of 
Student Organizations 
SHANNON LEA BEELNER 
Lee's Summit, Missouri 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
MAURICE DAVID BETZEL 
Bettendorf 
MAE; Principalship 
ADARIENNE LYNNE B URROW 
Waverly 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
#SHARON K. Buss 
Denver 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
#KRISTEN NOELE CAREW 
Garner 
MAE; Curriculum and 
Instruction: Literacy Education 
S USAN LAURI CARROLL 
Waterloo 
MA; School Library Media Studies 
CHERI THOMAS CEDERLUND 
Waterloo 
MAE; Principalship 
DIANA JEAN CIRA 
Cedar Rapids 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
TODD MICHAEL COULTER 
Waterloo 
MAE; Principalship 
WENDY RENEE C UNNINGHAM 
Waterloo 
MAE; Principalship 
#STEFANIE ELAINE DAVIS 
Davenport 
MA; Leisure Services: 
Youth/Human Service 
Administration 
]ILL MAUREEN DELAUBENFELS 
Mount Vernon 
MA; Health Education 
]ORDON PAUL DIERKS 
Denver 
MA; Communication and 
Training Technology 
#JENNIFER PATRICIA DIXON 
Bettendorf 
MAE; School Counseling 
LORETTA DOMINGUEZ 
San Diego, California 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
Thesis: American Indian Women 
"Warriors": Their Perception of 
Success Factors in Graduate 
School. 
MARY RITA DRISCOLL 
Dorchester 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
BRIAN E. DUWE 
Cedar Rapids 
MAE; Principalship 
DAWN RENEE EMBRETSON 
Newhall 
MAE; Principalship 
#BRANDIE LEE ERICKSON 
West Union 
MAE; School Counseling 
MARTHA A. ETTEN 
Waterloo 
MA; Health Education 
#BERNICE ANN FISCHELS 
Jesup 
MAE; School Counseling 
#TRAVIS ]AY FLESHNER - -
Waucoma 
MAE; Principalship 
]ON THOMAS FLYNN 
Davenport 
MAE; Principalship 
PAUL DAVID FLYNN 
Blue Grass 
MAE; Principalship 
ANGELA J. FOWLER 
Cedar Rapids 
MAE; Principalship 
TRISHA LEE DONLEA- F UELLING 
Jesup 
MAE; Reading Education 
JAYMEE 1. GLENN-BURNS 
Cedar Falls 
MA; Counseling 
#SUSAN K. G NEWUCH 
Albert City 
MA; School Library Media Studies 
#PETER lvAN GREEN 
Harlan 
MA; Educational Technology 
LAURA CONSTANCE G UILFORD 
Monticello 
MAE; Middle Level Education 
#MELISSA DEE HASTY 
Spencer 
MAE; Principalship 
GERALD WAYNE HATFIELD 
Cedar Rapids 
MAE; Principalship 
JEFFREY ALAN HAVERLAND 
Dubuque 
MAE; Principalship 
JENNIFER LYNN HECKMANN 
Waterloo 
MAE; Curriculum and 
Instruction: Literacy Education 
SHEMICO BENFIELD 
Nassau , Bahamas 
MA; Peiformance and Training 
Technology 
HANNAH R.B. HERITAGE 
Cedar Falls 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
CHIEKO HO!v!MA 
Tokyo, Japan 
MA; Curriculum and Instruction: 
Educational Technology 
KRISTY LYNN HRDLICKA 
Lawler 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
SHELLY LEA RIES JELINEK 
Hiawatha 
MAE; Curriculum and 
Instruction: Literacy Education 
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# M ARK 1. J ENSEN 
West Branch 
MA; Educational Technology 
BRIAN CHRISTO PHER JOHNSON 
Cedar Rapids 
MA; Peiformance and Training 
~ chnology 
# GWEN N OEL J OHNSON 
Pocahontas 
MAE; Curriculum and 
Instruction: Literacy Education 
MICHAEL E DWARD LEROY J OHNSON, ]R. 
Jacksonville, Florida 
MA; Peiformance and Training 
Technology 
BRET ALAN ] O NES 
Anamosa 
MAE: Principalship 
STEPHANIE A NN KARTMAN 
Cedar Rapids 
MAE; Curriculum and 
Instruction: Literacy Education 
KYLE 1. P. K EPLER 
Webster City 
MA; Physical Education 
Thesis: A Comparison of the 
Effects of Self Selected Music and 
Researcher Selected Music on 
Performance 
# LAURIE ANN KIRKPATRICK 
Waterloo 
MAE; School Counseling 
JASON ALLEN KNITl"EL 
Waterloo 
MAE; Principalship 
/\ERIC JOHN KNOBLOCK 
Tigard , Oregon 
MA; Physical Education 
A NGELA MARIE K URT-SCONSA 
Cascade 
MAE; Middle Level Education 
PHILIP LAWRENCE LAUBE 
Holland 
MAE; Principalship 
#DAWN MARIE LEWIS 
Des Moines 
MAE; Curriculum and 
Instruction: Literacy Education 
N ICHOLA JEANETTE LEWIS 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
MA; Performance and Training 
Technology 
C ARRIE A NNE LUTKENHAUS 
Eagle Grove 
MAE; Curriculum and 
Instruction: Literacy Education 
KRYSTAL MICHELLE MADLOCK 
Waterloo 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
KIMBERLY S UE MATT ESON 
Aurelia 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
# CHRISTINE LYNN MCCARRON 
Dubuque 
MAE ; Principalship 
LESLIE M c NEILUS 
Coralville 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
J AMES GREGORY MESSINA 
Cedar Rapids 
MA; Communications and 
Training Technology 
#RICK ALLEN MILLER 
Waterloo 
MAE; Principalship 
# A NNALISA M. MINER 
Rochester, Minnesota 
MAE; Curriculum and 
Instruction: Literacy Education 
#NtKKJ J. MORRIS-CARRION 
Waterloo 
MA; Health Education 
DEBRA ANN MORROW 
Lake Park 
MA; School Library Media Studies 
TIMOTHY TYRONE MOSES 
Waterloo 
MAE; Principalship 
TAMMY ANN MURPHY-FLYNN 
Blue Grass 
MAE; Principalship 
JOHN ANTHONY N ETrY, II 
Waterloo 
MAE; Principalship 
SCARLET J. N ICHOLSON 
Cedar Falls 
MA; Peiformance and Training 
Technology 
J ACKIE LYNN NOWPARVAR 
Waterloo 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
J ENNIFER KAY NURRE 
Lisbon 
MAE; Special Education 
MELISSA MARY O ' BRIEN 
Epworth 
MAE ; Principalship 
IJEOMA PATRICIA OS UJ I 
Sacramento, California 
MA; Leisure Services: 
Youth/Human Service 
Administration 
#SAHTBOU O UMAROU 
Niamey, Republic of Niger 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
MONICA JEAN P ADILLA 
West Liberty 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
KATHRYN T.M. P ANOCH 
Cedar Rapids 
MAE; Curriculum and 
Instruction: Literacy Education 
IMAN! AYANNA PHILLIPS-STALBERTE 
New Orleans , Louisiana 
MA; Performance and Training 
Technology 
JESSICA J. FONDELL 
Barron, Wisconsin 
MAE; Postsecondary Edu.cation: 
Student Ajf airs 
H AROLD KENNETH PRICE 
Mason City 
MA; Library Science 
# LISA KAY Q UANDAH!. 
Cambria, Wisconsin 
MAE; Special Education 
MOLLY MELLOY RECKER 
Hopkinton 
MAE; Elementary Reading and 
Language Arts 
REGINA ATIARAH REED-RANKINS 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
MA; Peiformance and Training 
Technology 
MATTH EW STEPHEN R OYSTER 
Cedar Rapids 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
#MARK RICHARD SADE 
Davenport 
MAE; Principalship 
#ANDREA JANE SAFJNA 
Victor 
MAE; Curriculum and 
Instruction: Literacy Edu.cation 
KIMBERLY KAY SCHAU-MEYER 
Cedar Rapids 
MAE; Special Edu.cation 
KRISTIN ANNE SCHLOEMER 
Mason City 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
KELLY ANN SCHLOSS 
Washington 
MAE ; Middle Level Edu.cation 
MARK ALAN SCOTT 
Lawler 
MAE; Principalship 
SARA MARTIN SEBERG 
Fenton, Missouri 
MA; Educational Technology 
JOLEEN A . SIEBERT 
Wellsburg 
MA; Communication and 
Training Technology 
EDWIN DO UGLAS SIMMONS, JR. 
Daytona Beach, Florida 
MAE; Postsecondary Edu.cation: 
Student Affairs 
HEATHER GENEVIA RENEE SMITH 
Petersburg, Indiana 
MAE; Postsecondary Edu.cation: 
Stu.dent Affairs 
#KATI LYN STEPHENS 
Oelwein 
MAE; Curriculum and 
Instruction: Literacy Education 
SARAH CA THERI NE STILLE 
Storm Lake 
MA; Leisure Services: 
You.th/Human Service 
Administration 
KRISTA LEIGH STRAUSER 
Delhi 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 




# M ELISSA LEE TIPPET 
Winthrop Harbor, Illinois 
MA; Physical Education 
#J ENNIFER SETZER TRUMBULL 
Parkersburg 
MA; Health Education 
#A/vly REBECCA USHER 
Marion 
MAE; School Counseling 
MARSHA S UANN W ATTERS 
Waterloo 
MAE; School Counseling 
D ANIEL JAY W EICHERS 
Gnmdy Center 
MAE; School Counseling 
KARIN L. WILLE 
New Holstein, Wisconsin 
MA; Health Edu.cation 
CORY D. WILLIAMS 
Davenport 
MAE; Principalship 
#ELLEN MARIE WILLIAMS 
Cedar Rapids 
MAE; Principalship 
J AMES JOSEPH WILWERDING 
Earling 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
CHAD DAVJD WOLF 
Davenport 
MAE; Principalship 
J ASON LEVARE WOODS 
Moline, Illinois 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
MARILYN FAYE W OODS 
Rosedale, Mississippi 
MA; Peiformance and Training 
Technology 
LISA M. WRIGHT 
Des Moines 
MAE; Reading Edu.cation 
J ULIE LYNNE ZASTROW 
Cedar Rapids 
MAE; Principalship 
# FRANCESCA ROMANA MORAWSKA 
HANSON ZOGAIB 
Ottumwa, 
MA; Health Education 
# PEDRO AUGUSTO ZOGATB 
Campinas , Brazil 
MA; Physical Edu.cation 
WESLEY BRLAN ZWIEFEL 
Algona 
MA; Physical Edu.cation 
Thesis: Abdominal Muscle 
Activation When Performing 
Abdominal Exercises on a Gym 
Ball and A Flat Surface 
A** ALUSON NICOLE ABELE, 
BA EDUCATION 
Leland 
Elementaiy Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
#BRODY ADAIR, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Therapeutic Recreation 
#ZACHARY N. ADAMS, BA 
West Burlington 
Physical Education 




ANGELA DAWN ALBERT, BA EDUCATION 
Runnells 
Elementary Education 
#LUKE J. ALDRICH, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Youth Services 
**ANGEL R. .eJ,FORD, BA EDUCATION 
Charles City 
Elementary Education 
#*TESSA ALL WORTH, BA 
Wapello 
Health Promotion: Women 's 
Health and Health Promotion: 
Global Health 
*CYANNA ALM, BA 
Camanche 
Leisure Services: Youth Services 
#KATIE AisAGER, BA 
Lees Summit, Missouri 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Programming Services 
Administration and Leisure, 
Youth and Human Services: 
Youth Services 
**ALETA MARIE AMONSON, BA 
Woolstock 
Health Promotion: Worksite 
*BRANDI Jo ANDERSON, BA ED UCATION 
Le Mars 
Elementa1y Education 





#Summer 2004 degree candidate 
AFall 2004 d egree candidate 
AASpring 2005 degree candidate 
+ Fall 2003 gradu-ate - -
***Summa Cum Laude 3.75 or higher 
**Magna Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.75 
*Cum Laude 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour m inimum at UNI 
JASON A NDERSON, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Leisure Services: Outdoor 
Recreation and Leisure Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration 
A**DANIKA LYN A NGEL, BA EDUCATION 
Traer 
Elementary Education 
#**ASHLEY KAE ATHERTON, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Health Promotion: Global Health 
and Health Promotion: Women 's 
Health 
***LAURA B. BAERG, BA EDUCATION 
Paullina 
Elementary Education 
***BRENDA MARJE BAILEY, 
BA EDUCATION 
Charles City 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
#**MICHELE BM IRJCK, BA EDUCATION 
Rockwell 
Elementaiy Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
*KELLY MARIE BARAGARY-KRESS, 
BA EDUCATION 
Rowley 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
MARCI MARJE BARKER, BA EDUCATION 
Osage 
Early Childhood Education 
ANTHONY MICHAEL BARRETT, BA 
Belmond 
Athletic Training 
#**REGINA MAY BARTH, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
JESSICA LYNN BARTIES, BA 
Sheldon 
Leisure Services: Therapeutic 
Recreation 
***ALISON LORINDA BAUER, BA 
Paton 
Athletic Training 
#JODY LYNN BEAN, BA 
Wayland 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Youth Services and 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Programming Services 
Administration 
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STEFFANIE ROSE BECKER, BA 
Perry 
Athletic Training 
**BRENDA M. BELL, BA EDUCATION 
Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education 
A**HEIDI RENEE B ENHART, 
BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
JANA JANE BENSON, BA EDUCATION 
Forest City 
Elementary Education 
**EMILY ROSE BERGFELD, BA EDUCATION 
Epworth 
Elementary Education 
JESSICA ANN BERGGREN, BA EDUCATION 
Conrad 
Elementary Education 
*CARRIE B EST, BA 
Fort Atkinson 
Health Promotion: Women 's 
Health and Health Promotion: 
Wellness and Health Promotion: 
Global Health 
COURTNEY L. BEVINS, BA EDUCATION 
Pocah ontas 
Elementary Education 




BRANDEE BIERSCHENK, BA EDUCATION 
Blairstown 
Elementary Education 
***JARED J. BIRT, BA EDUCATION 
Urban a 
Physical Education and Health 
Education 
A**KRISTEN MARIE BLEYHL, 
BA EDUCATION 
Davenport 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
A*ADRlANNA BLOKER, BA EDUCATION 
Waverly 
Elementary Education 
**TARA LEE BOECK, BA EDUCATION 
Denison 
Elementary Education 
A*JUSTIN ADRIAN BOGERS, 
BA EDUCATION 
Crystal Lake, Illinois 
Elementary Education 
SARA MARIE BOLAND, BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education 
/\**KARYN JEAN BORCHERDING, 
BA EDUCATION 
Bettendorf 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
*AMY RENE B OYCE, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
ANGELA M. BOYSEN, BA EDUCATION 
Monticello 
Elementary Education 
/\*KRISTEN D. BRADLEY, BA EDUCATION 
Des Moines 
Elementary Education 
MATTHEW C. BREMS, BA EDUCATION 
Iowa City 
Elementary Education 








*SAMANTHA ANN BROWN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Dike 
Early Childhood Education and 
Elementary Education 
#MELI NDA BLAINE BRUECKEN , BA 
Bettendorf 
Health Promotion: Wellness 




SEAN THOMAS BUCHEIT, BA 
Osage 
Leisure Services: Programming 
Services Administration 
*RAYSHEL ANNE B UNS, BA ED UCATION 
Woden 
Elementary Education 
EMILY MARIE Buss, BA EDUCATION 
Waverly 
Physical Education 
*KATIE KRISTINE B urr, BA EDUCATION 
Clinton 
Elementary Education 
*AMBER CALDWELL, BA ED UCATION 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education 
/\*J ENNIFER LYNN CARD, BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
ANDREW JOHN CARLSEN, BA 
Manly 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Nonprofit Youth 
Administration 
***MELISSA LAINE CARSTENSEN, 
BA ED UCATION 
Waverly 
Elementary Education 
BENJAMIN L. CHIOCHON, BA 
Spirit Lake 
Leisure Services: Youth Services 
#*CARMEN CHIPERA, BA 
Cresco 





**ALLISON RAE CHURCH, BA EDUCATION 
Fort Madison 
Elementary Education 
G. THOMAS CLARK, BA EDUCATION 
Winterset 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
# RYAN LEE CLARK, BA 
Forest City 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
*J ENNIFER KIM CLAUDE, BA EDUCATION 
Algona 
Physical Education 




#STEPHANIE BETH CLI NE, BA 
Decorah 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Programming Services 
Administration and Leisure, 
Youth and Human Services: 
Tourism 








* AMANDA MICHELLE COOK, BA 
Bettendorf 
Athletic Training 
LANCE MICHAEL COOLEY, BA 
Waverly 
Leisure Services: Tourism 
CASEY COURTNEY CORCORAN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Manchester 
Early Childhood Education 
**STACI S UE CRAMER, BA EDUCATION 
Allison 
Elementary Education 
/\**MOLLY ANN CRAVER, BA EDUCATION 
Cincinnati 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
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H ELGA MARIE DAMMEN, BA 
Osage 
Leisure Services: Programming 
Services Administration 
**RACHEL LYNN DANLEY, BA EDUCATION 
De Witt 
Elementary Education 
/\*JAIME DAVJS, BA EDUCATION 
Sioux City 
Elementary Education 
*LINDSAY DAVJS, BA EDUCATION 
Sioux City 
Elementary Education 
#*SARAH ELISABETH DECKER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
*JENNIFER Jo DEERY, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Health Promotion: General 
**DAVJD DEJONG, BA EDUCATION 
Hull 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
**NICOLE DEJONG, BA EDUCATION 
Rock Valley 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
/\KATIE GRACE DEMMER, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
#CHAO M. DENNIS, BA 
Council Bluffs 
Physical Education 
/\*EMILIE J. DERBY, BA EDUCATION 
Fairfield 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 





***ERIN MARIE DEW ALL, BA EDUCATION 
Pocahontas 
Elementary Education 
*SARA KAY DTETZENBACH, 
BA ED UCATION 
Cresco 
Elementary Education 
#JOSH UA H ENRY DILLAVOU, BA 
Ventura 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Programming Services 
Administration and Leisure, 
Youth and Human Services: 
Youth Services 









#KRISTEN A. DREY, BA 
Storm Lake 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Tourism and Leisure, 
Youth and Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration 
/\***JILL MARIE DUBBERKE, 
BA EDUCATION 
Hubbard 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
*JOHANNA M. DUNLEVY, BA 
Lansing 
Health Promotion: Worksite 
/\ABBY SUE D VORAK, BA EDUCATION 
Guttenberg 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
/\*KAYLA ELIZABETH ECKERMANN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Eldridge 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
**JENNIFER EDGINTON, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
***TRAVIS CHARLES EGLI, BA 
Mount Pleasant 
Physical Education 
J OSIE ELIZJ\BETH EINCK, BA EDUCATION 
Decorah 
Elementary Education 
*TRAVIS D ANIEL ELLIOTT, BA EDUCATION 
Postville 
Elementary Education 
*TIFFANY R. EMM , BA EDUCATION 
Osceola 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
NICOLE MARIE ERPELDING, BA 
Algona 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
/\MEGAN MARIE EWERS, BA 
Clinton 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Youth Services 
#JrLL MARrE FAGERLIND , BA 
Gilbertville 
Health Promotion: General and 
Health Promotion: Wellness and 
Health Promotion: Women 's 
Health 
JAMES JOSEPH FINERAN, BA EDUCATION 
Arthur 
Elementary Education 
**KELLY LYNN FISCHER, BA ED UCATfON 
Clinton 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 






AMY LYNN FLETCHER, BA -
Eddyville 
Leisure Services: Tourism 
*CHEYENNE ELIZABETH F ORBES, 
BA E DUCATION 
Columbus Junction 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
#MARY A NN FOSSEEN, BA 
Radcliffe 
Leisure Services: Programming 
Services Administration 
#CHRISTOPHER GLEN FOSTER, BA 
Ironton , Missouri 
Leisure Services: Therapeutic 
Recreation 
SHANE McDONALD FOSTER, BA 
Urbandale 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
CASSJEOPIA ELAINE FRANKLIN, BA 
Eldon 
Athletic Training 
/\**DARCEY FREESE, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
/\*TRACI KAY FRICK, BA ED UCATION 
Stockton 
Elementary Education 




***SHIELA FULLER, BA ED UCATION 
New Hartford 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
#ANITA GARNER, BA 
Ryan 
Leisure Services: Therapeutic 
Recreation 
#ERIN LEIGH GAVI N, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Health Promotion: Wellness and 
Health Promotion: General 
/\JESSICA GEBEL, BA EDUCATION 
Law ler 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
***MELANIE G EHLING, BA EDUCATION 
Carroll 
Elementary Education 
/\CURT GENGLER, BA EDUCATION 
Merrill 
Physical Education and Middle 
Level Education 
#MELISSA S USAN GEO RGE, BA 
East Dubuque, Illinois 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Therapeutic Recreation 
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**JODI KIM GERDES, BA ED UCATION 
Aredale 
Physical Education 
TASHA A NN GERLICH, BA EDUCATION 
Calmar 
Elementary Education ........,..,. 
#*GARY J OSEPH GILLES, JR., BA 
Raymond 
Leisure Services: Therapeutic 
Recreation and Leisure Services: 
Programming 
#*ELIZABETH GLASS, BA 
Dubuque 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Therapeutic Recreation 
***HALLI GLIENKE, BA EDUCATION 
Alta 
Early Childhood Education and 
Elementary Education 
/\KATHRYN ELLEN G NAGY, 
BA EDUCATION 
Elkader 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 




**APRIL MARIE GOTT, BA EDUCATION 
Ollie 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
**JANA J ANEil GRAF, BA EDUCATION 
Mason City 
Elementary Education 
D ANIEL CHARLES J OHN GRANT, BA 
Thunder Bay, Canada 
Physical Education 
**PATRICIA E. GRAVES, BA EDUCATION 
Bloomfield 
Elementary Education 
J EREMIAH GRAY, BA 
Denison 
Leisure Services: Outdoor 
Recreation 
/\**MOLLY GREENWOOD , BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Early Childhood Education and 
Elementary Education 
/\***SARA DAWN GROVES, 
BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
***LAURA HAIDER, BA ED UCATION 
Mason City 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
***JENNIFER KAY HALA , BA ED UCATION 
Toledo 
Elementary Education 
ELENO RA SEVA HALSTED, BA 
Marshalltown 
Leisure Services: Therapeutic 
Recreation 
#*** A DAN! HAMMES, BA 
Richland 
Leisure Services: Outdoor 
Recreation 
T YLER LEE HAMMOND, BA EDUCATION 
Omaha, Nebraska 
Physical Education 
TREVOR HANEL, BA 
Burlington 
Physical Education 
/\***T ARA LYNN HANSON, 
BA ED UCATION 
Coralville 




**TAMI H ARBAUGH, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Early Childhood Education and 
Elementary Education 
#J OSEPH HADLEY HARMON, BA 
Northwood 
Physical Education 
***BETH MARIE HARRIS, BA EDUCATION 
Peosta 
Elementary Education 
A UYNA RENE HART , BA EDUCATION 
Wadena 
Elementary Education 
*MELISSA S. HARVEY, BA EDUCATION 
Goldfield 
Early Childhood Education 
#*BROO KE ELI ZABETH HASKJ N, BA 
Waverly 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Nonprofit Youth 
Administration 
***LINDSAY J EAN HAWES, BA EDUCATION 
Argyle 
Elementary Education and Art 
# KAREEN HAYES, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
N ICOLE H ECK, BA EDUCATION 
Urbandale 
Elementary Education 
**JOSEPH JAMES HEGUND, 
BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
**TRACY MARJE HEIMAN, BA EDUCATION 
Ayrshire 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 








**DAWN MARIE H ERRMANN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
***NICHOLE HESSON, BA EDUCATION 
Vinton 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
#JOHN MICHAEL HIGDON, BA 
Waterloo 
Health Promotion: Worksite 
*KELLY A. HIGGINS , BA 
Emmetsburg 
Leisure Services: Tourism 
**PATRICK C. HILL, BA 
Le Grand 
Physical Education 
*RHONDA D. HILL, BA 
Tripoli 
Athletic Training 




#**ABBEY R. HITCHCOCK, 
BA EDUCATION 
Waverly 
Early Childhood Education 
**KRISTI LYNN HOEFER, BA 
Edgewood 
Health Promotion: Worksite 




#J ULIE MARJE HORSTMAN, BA 
Cherokee 
Leisure Services: Therapeutic 
Recreation 
/\CARLIE DAWN HOSIE, BA EDUCATION 
Lamoni 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
BILLIE J o HUGHES, BA 
Hampton 
Health Promotion: Women's 
Health and Health Promotion: 
Gerontology 




#*NICOLE R. H ULST, BA 
Gladbrook 
Leisure Services: Programming 
Services Administration 
#CASSAUNDRA KAY H UNTER, BA 
Dougherty 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Therapeutic Recreation 




/\***KARA ANN IHDE, BA EDUCATION 
Farmersburg 
Early Childhood Education and 
Elementary Education 
KIMBERLY J ACOBS, BA ED UCATION 
Leland 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
KARA ANN J ACOBSON, BA 
Springville 
Leisure Services: Programming 
Services Administration 




/\THOMAS JOHN J ASPER, BA ED UCATION 
Farley 
Physical Education 
***PATRJCIA E. JAVELLANA , BA 
Cedar Falls 
Athletic Training 
#**KERRI JEFFRIES, BA EDUCATION 
West Branch 
Elementary Education 
/\*** A NNA JENNERJOHN, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Honor Student 
Senior Thesis Title: Making the 
Grade: The Effectiveness of 
School Reform Models for At-Risk 
Children 
/\**HEIDI CHRJSTINE J OHANSEN, 
BA EDUCATION 
West Des Moines 
Elementary Education 
/\JAMIE ELIZABETH JOHNSON, 
BA ED UCATION 
Sigourney 
Elementary Education 
#**MARIA JOHNSON, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Health Promotion: Worksite 




**SARA ELIZABETH JOST, BA EDUCATION 
Davenport 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
/\**PATRICK J UDKINS , BA EDUCATION 
Eldridge 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
GRIFFITH H. JURGENS , BA EDUCATION 
Chatham, Illinois 
Elementary Education 
#LINSEY MARIE KACH, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Leisure Services: Programming 
Services Administration and 
Leisure Services: Youth Services 
AMANDA R. KAESTNER , BA 
Donnellson 
Health Promotion: Worksite 
**SARA ANN KAPPAROS, BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education 
**ADAM STEVEN KARSTEN , 
BA EDUCATION 
Conroy 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
#KlNSEY LYNN KEDING, BA 
Fayette 
Physical Education 




ALICIA ELAINE KERR, BA 
Carlisle 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Programming Seruices 
Administration 
JORDAN CHRISTINE KERSTETTER, BA 
Iowa City 
Leisure Services: Youth Services 
NICOLE LYNETTE KESTEL, BA 
Waterloo 
Leisure Services: Tourism 
+BRANDON KIRCHHOFF , BA ED UCATION 
Maquoketa 
Elementary Education 
/\**KERRI ELIZABETH KIRSCH , 
BA EDUCATION 
Dyersville 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childho~d Education 
*SHASTA MARIE KLAAS, BA EDUCATION 
Peosta 
Elementaiy Education 
BRIAN KLIEGL , BA 
Emmetsburg 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
#COTY MARIE KLINE, BA 
Shelby 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Youth Seruices 




*LINDSAY K NAACK, BA ED UCATION 
Traer 
Elementa1y Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
**JILL ELIZABETH K NESS, BA EDUCATION 
Spirit Lake 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 




#KAREN KNIPPER, BA 
Edgewood 
Leisure Services: Tourism 
CHAD P. K OCH, BA 
Urbandale 
Athletic Training 
/\*ANGELA JO KONZEN, BA 
Davenport 
Physical Education 
TRACEY A. KONZEN, BA- EDUCATION 
Farley 
Elementary Education 
**MINDY Jo KRAMME , BA ED UCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Early Childhood Education 
**JAIME LEIGH KRANTZ, BA EDUCATION 
Kalona 
Elementaiy Education 
*MEGAN MARIE KROMM INGA, BA 
Belle Plaine 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Programming Seruices 
Administration and Leisure, 
Youth and Human Services.· 
Youth Services 
/\*EMILY JANE KRONLAGE, 
BA ED UCATION 
Dyersville 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
#ANTHONY KRUMBHOLZ , BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Seruices: Therapeutic Recreation 
*PI-Ill.IP B. LAFLEUR, BA ED UCATION 
Algona 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Leuel Education 




E NJULIQUE N ICOLE LAKE, BA EDUCATION 
Coralville 
Elementary Education 
KELLY THOMAS LANE, BA EDUCATION 
Jefferson 
Physical Education 
*EHRIN RAE LARSEN, BA EDUCATION 
Clear Lake 
Elementary Education 
*MEGGAN DAWN LARSEN, 
BA ED UCATION 
Manchester 
Elementary Education 
**KATHERINE ANN LARSON, 
BA EDUCATION 
Norwalk 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Leuel Education Dual Major 
**BROOKE RENEE LEFFELMAN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Dacula , Georgia 
Elementary Education 




TrFFANY J o LENOCH , BA EDUCATI ON 
Marion 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Leuel Education 
#**NICHOLAS R. LENOX, BA 
Fort Dodge 
'7:eisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Programming Services 
Administration 
SARA MARIE LIKE, BA EDUCATION 
Monticello 
Physical Education 
***MARIEL LIND , BA ED UCATION 
Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education 
#***MARY ELLEN LINDSTROM , BA 
Galesburg, Illinois 
Health Promotion: Global Health 
#*A NTHONY ROBERT LOCKWOOD, BA 
Mason City 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
*SARA BETH LOMBARD, BA EDUCATION 
Fort Dodge 
Elementaiy Education 
*JESSICA ANNE LOVELESS, BA 
Hudson 
Athletic Training 
#*JOHN JARRED LUKO , BA 
West Des Moines 
Leisure Services: Outdoor 
Recreation 
#*HILARY A. MAHONEY, BA 
Marion 
Leisure Seruices: Youth Services 




**TRICLA LYN MAJEWSKI, BA 
Greene 
Athletic Training 
*NICOLE MATHIAS, BA 
Coal Valley, Illinois 
Health Promotion: Worksite and 
Health Promotion: Global Health 
/\***HIROKO MATS UURA, BA ED UCATION 
Hiroshima , Japan 
Elementary Education 
/\*CHRISTINA LEE MCALPIN , 
BA ED UCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
/\MEGHAN LEE MCANDREW, 
BA EDUCATION 
Lisbon 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Leuel Education Dual Major 




***JESSICA SUZANNE MCCARRON, 
BA ED UCATION 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education 





West Des Moines 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
**STACY McEOWEN, BA EDUCATION 
Marion 
Elementary Education 




JEANNE ANN MENTEL, BA 
Dike 
Leisure Services: Therapeutic 
Recreation 
#*ANGELA MEREDITH, BA 
Davenport 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Tourism and Leisure, 
Youth and Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration and Psychology 
***KATIE MARIE METZ, BA EDUCATION 
Davenport 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
*MANDIE MEYER, BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education 




***JESSE A. MIHM, BA 
Denver 
Athletic Training 




***CASSIE R. MILLER, BA EDUCATION 
Osage 
Elementary Education 
JAY A. MILLER, BA EDUCATION 
Boone 
Elementary Education 
/\**JENNIFER RENAE MILLER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Algona 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
/\***KRISTINA MICHELLE MILLER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Iowa City 
Early Childhood Education 
***TARA GAIL MILLER-ANDERSON, BA 
Grinnell 
Elementary Education 
/\***TAREN RENE MILLER, BA EDUCATION 
Winfield 
Elementary Education 




/\**CHRISTY AMBER MOORE, 
BA EDUCATION 
Colesburg 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
/\**ELENA SYDEL MOORE, BA EDUCATION 
Davenport 
Elementary Education 
JONATHAN C. MOORE, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Leisure Services: Programming 
Services Administration and 
Leisure Services: Tourism 
/\**AMANDA BETH MORRIS, 
BA EDUCATION 
Lenox 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
/\TYLER JUSTIN MORRIS, BA EDUCATION 
Story City 
Elementary Education 
/\**LINDSEY MICHELLE MULDER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Iowa City 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
ELIZABETH MURPHY, BA EDUCATION 
Ankeny 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
*JOSIE LYNN NELSEN, BA 
Soldier 
Leisure Services: Youth Services 
ANDREW RICHARD NELSON, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Programming Services 
Administration and Leisure, 
Youth and Human Services: 
Youth Services and Leisure, Youth 
and Human Services: Tourism 
MELISSA SUE NELSON, BA 
Algona 
Physical Education 
#**RYAN JOSEPH NEUMANN, BA 
Urbandale 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Youth Services 
/\JESSICA LEIGH NEY, BA 
Waterloo 
Physical Education 
**JENNIFER RENEE NIELSEN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Wellsburg 
Early Childhood Education 
#LINDSAY Jo NISSEN, BA 
Manning 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Programming Services 
Administration 
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***ERIN ELIZABETH NOE, BA 
Cresco 
Athletic Training 
**REBECCA S. NORMAN, BA EDUCATION 
Rutland 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
/\NICOLE KAY NOSTROM, BA EDUCATION 
Humboldt 
Elementary Education 
#NATHAN T. OAKLAND, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Physical Education 




/\*AMY Jo O 'DELL, BA EDUCAITON 
Bernard 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
#KURT JOSEPH OETKEN, BA 
Akron 
Health Promotion: General 
WILLIAMS. OFFERMAN, BA EDUCATION 
Marion 
Elementary Education 
**CYNTHIA OHL, BA EDUCATION 
Independence 




Health Promotion: Global Health 
DEBORAH M. OLSON, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Health Promotion: General 
**Joy NOEL OLSON, BA EDUCATION 
Ankeny 
Elementary Education 
JEFFREY DAVID ORR, BA 
Emmetsburg 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
#***MOLLY ELIZABETH OSBORN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Le Grand 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 








#SARA OVIATT, BA 
Spencer 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Outdoor Recreation 
#TONIA MARIE PALS, BA 
Van Meter 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Youth Services 
JAJMEN L. PANGBORN, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Leisure Services: Youth Services 
and Leisure Services: Nonprofit 
Youth Administration 
LISA CATHERINE PARSONS, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Health Promotion: Women 's 
Health 
/\*CASEY LYNN PAULUS, BA EDUCATION 
Ottumwa 
Elementary Education 
**NICOLETTE PEARSON, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
*SARAH BETH PETERS, BA EDUCATION 
Denison 
Elementary Education 
/\***REBECCA ANN PETERSEN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Alta 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
/\*** AMANDA ELIZABETH POLLOCK, 
BA EDUCATION 
Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
*ALECIA S. PULS, BA 
Grinnell 
Athletic Training 
/\/\*MARYANGEL PARRA RAMIREZ, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
Athletic Training 
DREW WRAY RANDOLPH, BA EDUCATION 
Milton 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 












BETH REID , BA EDUCATION 
Fort Madison 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
/\*ANDREA LYNN REIMER, BA EDUCATION 
Elkader 
Elementary Education 
/\**KATHRYN ELAINE REVLAND, 
BA EDUCATION 
Arnolds Park 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 








/\*BRIANA JANE RICHTER, BA ED UCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Early Childhood Educq_tion and 
Elementary Education - · 
DEBRA LEA RICKETTS, BA 
Brooklyn 
Health Promotion: Worksite 
#* ANDREA NICOLE ROENFELD , 
BA EDUCATION 
Atlantic 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
#BRYCE R OETHLER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Physical Education 
KIMBERLY SUE ROOZEBOOM, BA 
Knoxville 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Youth Services 




/\*KATIE J o ROTH , BA EDUCATION 
Bellevue 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
/\**DOUG ROTTINGHAUS, BA EDUCATION 
Jesup 
Physical Education 
/\AMY MARIAN ROWE, BA EDUCATION 
McGregor 
Early Childhood Education 
/\**JEFFREY DEAN RUEBER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Oelwein 
Early Childhood Education and 
Elementary Education 
JESSICA THERESE RUIZ, BA EDUCATION 
Davenport 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
***JULIE ANN RYAN, BA EDUCATION 
Council Bluffs 
Elementary Education 
#TRAVIS JOHN SALTER, BA 
Ankeny 
Physical Education 
/\*JENNIFER KRISTIN SCHEER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Marion 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
LUKE SCHEFFERT, BA 
Calmar 
Health Promotion: Wellness and 
Health Promotion: Worksite 
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#**HOLLY ROSE SCHEIDT, BA 
Oelwein 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Programming Services 
Administration and Leisure, 
Youth and Human Services: 
J:auth Services 
***TIFFANY SCHEURING, BA EDUCATION 
Defiance 
Elementary Education 
/\***ERIN SCHINZEL, BA EDUCATION 
Osceola 
Elementary Education 
#**BRANDON L. SCHROEDER, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Programming Services 
Administration 
/\*ANNA MARIE SCHULTZ, BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 








**HEATHER M. SHAFER, BA EDUCATION 
Des Moines 
Elementary Education 
**VICKI MARIE SHA w, BA EDUCATION 
Vinton 
Elementary Education 
KAMMY SHAY, BA ED UCATION 
Iowa City 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
/\**BROOKE SHERARD, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
***SARA BETH SHINE, BA EDUCATION 
Victor 
Elementary Education 
#***KIMBERLY KAY SHOARS, BA 
St. Ansgar 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
/\*JACQUELYN SHULTZ, BA EDUCATION 
Greene 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
/\NICOLE ROSE S!EMONS, BA EDUCATION 
Greene 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 




*KELLY ANN SINCLAIR, BA EDUCATION 
Indianola 
Elementary Education 




#**ELLEN J OAN SMITH, BA EDUCATION 
Manchester 
Early Childhood Education and 
Elementary Education 
***JARED R ODGER SMITH, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 




CHRJSTOS SOLEAS, BA 
Nicosia, Cyprus 
Leisure Services: Tourism 
POLLY M. SOUKUP, BA 
Alburnett 
Leisure Services: Nonprofit Youth 
Administration and Leisure 
Services: Youth Services 
H EIDI ANN SPAHN, BA EDUCATJON 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education 
KAYE LEE SPARKS, BA EDUCATION 
Iowa City 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
#J EFFREY ADAM SPEARS, BA 
Lone Tree 
Physical Education 
JACQUELYN S. SPECE, BA 
Independence 
Health Promotion: General 
/\**J ONNA MARIE SPEDAUERE, 
BA EDUCATJON 
La Quinta, California 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 




*KELLY ELIZABETH SPURRJER, BA 
Le Claire 
Health Promotion: Women 's 
Health and Health Promotion: 
Global Health 
TINA M . STEENHARD, BA 
Corwith 
Health Promotion: Women 's 
Health 
/\***CARJ EUZABETH STEGGALL, 
BA EDUCATION 
Oelwein 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
#** ALlSON A NN STERK, BA 
Urbandale 
Health Promotion: Wellness 




**WHITNEY STEVENS, BA EDUCATION 
Grundy Center 
Elementary Education 
MATTHEW STEVENSON, BA EDUCATION 
Spencer 
Physical Education 
MICHAEL GENE STONE, BA 
Sioux City 
Physical Education 






# **STACY LYNN STOUT, BA EDUCATION 
New Sharon 
Elementary Education 
#BRJAN STOWELL, BA 
Nevada 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Therapeutic Recreation 
#**ELIZABETH A NN STRAIT, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Nonprofit Youth 
Administration 
#***GINA STRAND, BA EDUCATION 
Marion 
Elementary Education 





Severe/Profound and Elementary 
Education 




/\**KYLIE KAY STRUVE, BA E DUCATION 
Maynard 
Elementary Education 




APRIL MARGARET SULENTIC, 
BA E DUCATION 
Columbus Junction 
Elementary Education 
***KARI LYN SWENSON, BA 
Story City 
Leisure Services: Youth Services 
# AMY ELIZABETH SWISHER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Youth Services 
**SARAH LYNN TAPPER, BA EDUCATION 
Ames 
Elementary Education 
#***D ANIELLE TAUTE, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Leisure Services: Programming 
Services Administration 
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# **J ASON MICHAEL THAVENET, BA 
Eldridge 
Physical Education 
/\*ASHLEY THIEDE, BA E DUCATION 
De Witt 
Elementary Education 
***NIKKI S. THIES, BA EDUCATION 
Des Moines 
Elementary Education 
/\***MEGAN MARIE THOMAS, 
BA E DUCATIO N 
Ames 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
/\*LINDSAY THOMPSEN, BA E DUCATION 
Belmond 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
/\**AMY THOMPSON, BA EDUCATION 
Des Moines 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 








**JADA ROSE THOMSEN, BA EDUCATION 
Linn Grove 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 








**TRJCIA SUE T UMILTY, BA EDUCATIO 
Shellsburg 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
#KEYONN T UTT, BA 
Louisville, Kentucky 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Youth Services 
/\*T ARA JANAE TYLER, BA EDUCATION 
Ankeny 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
# BRANDON UHLENHOPP, BA 
Parkersburg 
Leisure Services.- Programming 
Services Administration 
EMMY V ANALSTINE, BA E DUCATION 
Eagle Grove 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
JENNIFER JEAN VANDERHEIDEN, BA 
Wheatland 
Physical Education 
*KARA VENTEICHER, BA 
Pella 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
/\**LYDIA ANNE VINER, BA EDUCATION 
Iowa City 
Elementary Education 
***EMILY JOY VOLD, BA 
Mason City 
Athletic Training 
SHAWNA VORTHERMS, BA EDUCATION 
Spirit Lake 
Elementary Education 
**EMILY SUSANNE WACHTEL, 
BA EDUCATION 
Clive 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
ERIN ELIZABETH WAGNER, BA 
Dubuque 
Leisure Services: Programming 
Services Administration 
/\/\**LUKE MATTHEW WAGNER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Burlington 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
CHAD LORENCE W ALDERBACH, BA 
Marion 
Elementary Education 
/\**NICOLE ASHLEY W ALDERBACH, 
BA EDUCATION 
Anamosa 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
DIXIE J. WARD, BA EDUCATION 
Muscatine 
Elementary Education 
HEIDI WARD, BA EDUCATION 
Tipton 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
VALERIE MICHELE WARD, BA EDUCATION 
Bettendorf 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
*JESSICA ANNE WEAVER, BA EDUCATION 
Marshalltown 
Elementary Education 
#DAVID JAMES WEBB, BA 
Des Moines 
Health Promotion: General 
*ELIZABETH ANN WEBER, BA EDUCATION 
Garrison 
Elementary Education 
/\**JAIME FAITH WELLER, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Early Childhood Education 
+*ANDREA J. WERNER, BA EDUCATION 
Bend, Oregon 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 




#BRENT WILLIAM WHIPPS , 
BA EDUCATION 
Johnston 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level J,,aucation 
TODD D. WHITE, BA EDUCATION 
Shell Rock 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
*JON W. WICK, BA EDUCATION 
Manitowoc, Wisconsin 
Elementary Education 
#**LANCE ALLEN WIEGEL, BA 
Denison 
Physical Education 




*KATHERINE J EAN WILDEBOER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
#*MOLLIE RENEE WILHITE , BA 
Cumming 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Therapeutic Recreation 
*BRITTANY LEE WILLMAN , 
BA EDUCATION 
Naperville , Illinois 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
MELISSA J. WILSON, BA EDUCATION 
West Des Moines 
Elementary Education 
#*ELIZABETH ANN WINTER, BA 
Waterloo 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services: Therapeutic Recreation 




CHRISTOPHER WUEHR, BA EDUCATION 
Thiensville, Wisconsin 
Elementary Education 




BRENDA ELIZABETH YUSKA, 
BA EDUCATION 
Hudson 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
/\*MELISSA SUE ZABEL, BA EDUCATION 
Central City 
Early Childhood Education 
***JEREMY RAY ZEIGLER, BA EDUCATION 
Emmetsburg 
Elementary Education 
Continuing Education and Special Programs 
Undergraduate Candidates 
KENNETH L. ACKERMAN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
ASHLEE MAREE ANDERSON, BA 
Albia 
General Studies 
#HEATHER MAY ANDERSON, BA 
Bancroft 
General Studies 
+JASON CHARLES ANDERSON, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
*ERIC ROY BAILEY, BA 
Norwalk 
General Studies 
NICOLE LYNN BALDWJN, BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies 
KAY ANN BROWN, BA 
Frederika 
General Studies for Nurses 
LUCAS SCOTT BUDKE, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
AARON LEE BUSCHE, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
NEELY ELINE BUSHORE, BA 
Iowa Falls 
General Studies 
KATHRYN J. CHRISTIANSON-SCOBBA, BA 
Bode 
General Studies 
***ROBERT PAUL DREWELOW, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
STEPHANIE DROTTZ, BA 
Ames 
General Studies 
WADE ELDER, BA 
Urbandale 
General Studies 
NATHAN WOOD EVANS , BA 
Story City 
General Studies 
*CALUE LYNN FOSHE, BA 
Des Moines 
General Studies 




#Summer 2004 degree candidate 
/\fall 2004 degree candidate 
+Fall 2003 graduate 
***Summa Cum Laude 3.75 or higher 
**Magna Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.75 
*Cum Laude 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
JAMIE LYNN GILBERT, BA 
Keokuk 
General Studies 
#GEOFFREY W. GRAFF, BA 
Des Moines 
General Studies 
#EBONY MERCEDES MARIE GRAYS, BA 
Cleveland, Ohio 
General Studies 
KASEY MONTEil GREEN, BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies 
#CASEY PAUL GREENFIELD, BA 
Harcourt 
General Studies 
HEATHER MICHELLE HACKMAN, BA 
Ionia 
General Studies 
JEREMY DAVID HAMP, BA 
Pocahontas 
General Studies 
#KRISTINA LYNN HAND, BA 
Mason City 
General Studies 
#ERIC PETER HARLAN, BA 
Mason City 
General Studies 
AMBER D. HARTHOORN, BA 
Sully 
General Studies 
#JIM HEFEL, BA 
Dubuque 
General Studies 
#ROBERT LESLIE HERMANN, BLS 
Des Moines 
Liberal Studies 
ANGELA DAWN HIGGINS, BA 
Carlinville, Illinois 
General Studies 
#COURTNEY ANN HINKEL, BA 
Ottumwa 
General Studies 
Scorr ASHTON HOELSCHER, BA 
Williams 
General Studies 
#SASKIA JACOBSON, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 




KIMBERLY J. KREMER-NEWTON, BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies 
SHANE ALLEN KROGMEIER, BA 
Mount Pleasant 
General Studies 
#NICK WILLIAM KUETER, BA 
Dubuque 
General Studies 
KEITH ALAN LACOCK, BA 
Olin 
General Studies 
LISA LAVONNE LANG, BA 
Belle Plaine 
General Studies 
AMBER MAE LEDVINA, BA 
Dewitt 
General Studies 
NICHOLE M. LEHMANN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
#CHRISTINA LIEN, BLS 
Santa Monica, California 
Liberal Studies 
JEFFREY LINDAMAN, BA 
Ackley 
General Studies 
KELLY S. LOOBY, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
ROBERT M. LOWE, BA 
Washington 
General Studies 
#HOLLY ANN MAJEWSKI, BA 
Charles City 
General Studies 
FRANK 0. MASCORRO JR., BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
General Studies 
#DANIELLE LEA MATTHIAS, BA 
Rake 
General Studies 
MALINDA MCCLINTOCK, BA 
Yucca Valley, California 
General Studies 
RICHARD DANIEL MITCHELL, BA 
Britt 
General Studies 
#JASON DUANE MUECKE, BA 
Sheldon 
General Studies 
*TARA TERESE NELSON, BA 
Algona 
General Studies 
JASON DONALD NESTEBY, BLS 
Decorah 
Liberal Studies 
#CYRUS R. NICHOLS, BA 
Des Moines 
General Studies 
]ON DENNIS O'MALLEY, BA 
Lansing 
General Studies 
MICHELLE RENEE O NKEN, BA 
Wilton 
General Studies 
PAULA H. PADAVICH, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies for Nurses 
/\DEREK PAREDES, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
General Studies 
#KYLE JEFFREY PARSONS, BA 
West Des Moines 
General Studies 
ELIZABETH ADELE PRATT, BA 
Fort Dodge 
General Studies 
SARA LYNN PYATT, BA 
Greene 
General Studies 
CARISSA LEE RABEL, BA 
Spencer 
General Studies 
DAVID JOHN RALsTON , BA 
Waterloo 
Gener(Jl Studies 
#PHILLIP TODD RAMSEY, BA 
West Des Moines 
General Studies 
DEVIN KIRBY RANGE , BA 
Okoboji 
General Studies 
REBECCA RECTOR, BLS 
Cedar Falls 
Liberal Studies 
BRIAN P. RICHARDSON, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
*ALLISON LEAH RIDO UT, BA 
Calmar 
General Studies 
HEATHER A. RIPPENTROP, BA 
Charles City 
General Studies 
#ANDREW ROBEN, BA - -
Rockwell 
General Studies 
J UAN ANTONIO ROMERO, BA 
Tampa, Florida 
General Studies 
JASON R. ROORDA, BA 
Montezuma 
General Studies 
JUSTIN RUDDY, BA 
Fort Dodge 
General Studies 
TRISHA RY AN, BA 
Burr Oak 
General Studies 
JARED R. SCHIRMER, BA 
Tama 
General Studies 
]OHN SCHMINKE, BA 
Fort Dodge 
General Studies 
#*DONNELLE M. SCHMITT, BLS 
Grinnell 
Liberal Studies 
**KASEY SCHMITT, BA 
Solon 
General Studies 
*NICHOLAS L. SCHULTZ, BA 
Roland 
General Studies 
JOHN LOUIS SELK, BA 
Keystone 
General Studies 
SHEILA MARIE SHAW, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
JULIANE F. SPILMAN, BA 
Hiawatha 
General Studies 




JUSTIN W. STOKES, BLS 
Muscatine 
Liberal Studies 
CHRISTOPHER STONE, BA 
Sioux City 
General Studies 
ESHA SWING, BA 
Chicago, Illinois 
General Studies 
#ANGELA RENEE THIELE, BLS 
LaPorte City 
Liberal Studies 
SHEILA DENEECE GRAY THOMAS, BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies 
MELISSA ANN THOMPSON, BA 
Bettendorf 
General Studies 
DEBORAH J. V AN SANT, BLS 
Clinton 
Liberal Studies 
#*MATTHEW J. WADDILOVE, BA 
Ida Grove 
General Studies 
GRETCHEN MARY WARKENTIN, BLS 
North Liberty 
Liberal Studies 
DEBRA S. WEBBER, BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies for Nurses 
MATTHEW ALLEN WEIS, BA 
Dunlap 
General Studies 
ALEXA MARIE WOODY, BA 
Waukee 
General Studies 




1. The education symbol used for the Doctor of Education, the Specialist in Education and 
the Bachelor of Arts in Education degrees, as well as the College of Education, represents 
the teacher-student communication. 
2. The symbol for the Master's degree represents further study beyond the first four years. 
3. The four circles for the Bachelor of Arts degree denote four years of study. 
4. The Bachelor of Music and Master of Music degrees are represented on a musical staff 
5. The symbol for the Doctor of Technology incorporates an industrial and mechanical 
motif 
6. The area of Business is symbolized by circles in a chain of growth and development. 
7. The design of circles in a test tube represents the Sciences. 
8 . The symbol for the Fine Arts evolved from a color wheel and developed into a 
representation of all the arts and their common unity. 
9. A symbol of the human mind represents the field of Social and Behavioral Sciences. 
10. The centering represents the campus and the four circles represent all campus study for 
the Bachelor of Liberal Studies degree. 
11. The symbol for the Specialist degree represents further study beyond the Master's level. 
12. The symbol for Continuing Education and Special Programs represents campus 
outreach and educational growth. 
1 2 3 
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